ELECTION 2008

Lecturers present two worldviews
Talks center on
European and
US. f rameworks
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

The upcoming presidential election
in November, which has continued to
captivate the nation, shaped much of
the discourse on campus last week
through lectures delivered by Professor Emeritus and Research Director at
the University Pans—Sorbonne Dr.
Jean-Claude Redonnet and Charles A
Dana Professor of Government Anthony J. Corrado Jr
The lectures presented two different perspectives on the election ,
and sought to inform the decisionmaking process of individuals voting in November.
Redonnet spoke on Thursday in a
lecture entitled "Europe and the 2008
U.S. Presidential Elections: Repre-
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Please see our special section this week to f ind out more information about voting in November

These sentiments were echoed by
Redonnet , who noted that Europeans
are particularl y interested in this election , hop ing that a change in administration may usher in better
relationshi ps between the U.S. and its
allies abroad; many Europeans have
felt such ties weakened by the policies
of the past eight years.
"Millions of people around the
world are following the 2008 American election with unusual intent and
interest." he said. "This election is understood by Europeans in particular as
a turning point to usher in the postBush era...It is seen as an opportunity
for the U.S—a chance for renewal ,"
Redonnet said.
In his talk , Corrado noted that
Americans too seem troubled by
their stance in the world, indeed , the
majority of the electorate is concerned with the negative opinion that
other countries have toward the
United States. "As many as seven
out of ten Americans say that America's prestige in the world has been
undermined," he said. "The nation is
at a point that for the most part,
[Americans] believe that our image
has gotten worse."
Redonnet , who spoke on European
attitudes surrounding the election, emphasized this point in great detail. He
noted that Europeans arc deeply concerned by the direction that Amencan
foreign policy has ventured in over
the past eight years. He cited France
specifically for its disapproval of the
preemptive warfare of the Bush Doctrine and the hugely unpopular American occupation of Iraq. To this end.
Redonnet described what polls show
as overwhelming support for Senator
Barack Obama in countries like Germany and France. He explained that
because the majority of Europeans see
President George W. Bush's legacy as
one of failure , many are more likel y
to support Obama because, as a member of the opposing party, he represents a greater departure from current
policy than does Senator John McCain.
Speaking about the United States,
Corrado related that partisan politics
aside, the nation as a whole is concerned with a combination of both doSee ELECTION, Page 3

On-campustheft maybe on the rise

String of larceny
reports prompt
Echo inquiry
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

Since the beginning of the school
\ ear, there have been nine reports filed
with the Department of Security by
-ictims of theft on campus. The offenses have ranged from $ 100 taken
from a wallet left in a bag outside Foss
Dining Hall to an iPhone stolen from
the Harold Alfond Athletic Center.
While trends of larceny on the Hill
may be nsing. theft is by no means a
new phenomenon on campus. Last
year, for example. 88 counts of larceny and 17 counts of burg lary were
reported at the College.
Thoug h theft statistics from the
past few years have remained relativel y consistent, what may be changing is the
campus culture
itself—prompting students to lock
their rooms and cars. As Olivia Sterling '09 said, "I had a pair of Rainbow
flip flops stolen from the gym... As a
senior, I' ve experienced few incidents
of having stuff stolen and for the most
part I have felt comfortable leaving
stuff around. Not anymore." Many
students echoed these sentiments in
separate interviews, expressing their
concern that this year, they feel particularl y susceptible to theft.
Director of Security Pete Chenevert noted that the number of incidents
of theft recorded this year may be
slightly increasing as a result of a va-

riety of different factors. "I think it 's a cash and wristwatches. These items
combination—it could be students re- make way for "opportunistic crime,"
porting theft more or it could just be in that they can be taken quickly and
more theft ," he said. "Students are just quietl y without attracting any suspitoo trusting, and I hate to say this, but cion.
Other items like backpacks are easit 's likel y student-on-student crime
ily picked up after meals. One victim
that 's going on here."
of
such theft , Mike Southard '11 , said
Chcnevert explained that crime statistics also tend to jump at certain in an e-mail to the Echo, "My backtimes during the year—particularly in pack disappeared from Foss while I
the case of theft. This may further ex- was at lunch. 1 figured somebody had
taken it by mistake
plain the perception
because it was a
on campus that laris
on
the
rise.
pretty genenc bag,
ceny
but after a week of
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going to Security
the year there is usuand waiting for it
ally more theft.
Then we'll sec a
to turn up, it never
did...Since it was
sp ike again just before fall break and
taken . I' ve noticed
a lot of posts on the
spring break , and
then again before
bulletin
board
school ends. You
about
missing
backpacks
and
tend to get more
other items, which
theft during periods
of transition when
makes me think a
person or group of
students are coming
or going all at once,"
people have been
he said.
stealing
stuff
around campus.
Vice President for
Student Affairs and
H ope fully nobody
Dean of Students
who is a student
here is doing it."
Jim Terhune brought
Pete
Chenevert
another perspective
While
many
Director of Security
to the conversation.
echo Southard 's
sentiments,
statisHe insisted that our
generation is particularl y vulnerable tics show that the majority of crimes
to theft of valuables. "The cntical on college campuses are student-onissue is that what people are carrying student crimes. As Chenevert said,
around these days is worth so much ," "There are brazen thefts on campus
he said. According to Terhune, the because nothing appears suspicious. If
"overwhelming majority " of items a student is out by the cubby area
stolen on campus are high-value, eas- looking through a bag, there is no reaily portable items like iPods, laptops, son for anyone to be suspicious of that

I think it 's a
combination—it
could be students reporting
theft more or it
could just be
more theft . Students are just
too trusting [...]
it 's likely student-on-student
crime.

person."

He said that the most common
places that items are stolen on campus
arc from the cubbies outside the three
dining halls and from areas in the Athletic Center including the waiting area
and locker rooms
Backpacks are currently not permitted into the dining halls as a matter of
school policy. This policy was imp lemented because too many cases of
missing cups, plates and silverware
were being reported to the school by
dining hall staff. Chenevert recommended that since all bags must remain
outside the dining halls, removing any
valuables from such bags isagood way
to minimize the risk of theft.
The College offers certain services
designed to minimize theft on campus
and hel p recover stolen items in the
event that something does indeed go
missing. For example, instead of leaving a laptop unattended in the library or
dining hall , students can take advantage
of the check program offered by Library Services. As student trainer and
circulation worker Piper Haywood * 10
explained , students can bring their laptop up to the circulation desk so that
they don 't have to take it with them
when they leave the library. "All the student has to do is fill out a little form next
to the desk and we can hold their laptop,
their power cord and a small case. We
exchange the laptop and its components for a tag that corresponds to the
cubby where the laptop is stored ," she
said. Haywood noted that laptops left
for more than 24 hours are turned in to
the Department of Security.
Students are also invited to take
See THEFT, Page 3
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Students and faculty alike socialize in the Marchese Blue Light Pub.

Professors speak
on drinking culture
W. Leighton Research Fellow Paul
Greenwood has spent much of his
tenure at the College participating in
organizations that address campus
In recent months, discourse on culture and student concerns, includstudent life has focused primarily ing the Student Affairs Committee
on drinking behavior on campus. and the College Affairs Committee.
This topic has become so en- According to Greenwood , the pritrenched in campus discussions that mary focus for faculty regarding the
many have come to know is simply alcohol scene on campus has been to
as "the alcohol issue. " This is part help ensure that students are "being
two of a four part series designed
safe, and being responsible."
Emeritus Professor of English
to address the responses by the administration , faculty, students , and Charles Bassett has been an observer
the Water\ille community to the of the College 's drinking scene for
abusive drinking crisis.
many years. Bassett , who witnessed
Quite often , the social and aca- both the termination of the campus
demic spheres at Colby appear alto- fraternity scene and the beginnings of
gether separate from one another. the Champagne Steps tradition during
Dunng the week, most professors ar- his tenure at the College, recognizes
nve around 8 a.m. and are typicall y that "drinking has always been a
off-campus by 5 p.m. in the afterproblem. " However, he argues that
noon , save for the faculty residents. this problem is not unique to the ColAccordingl y, the excessive partying lege, and is a prevalent issue at "most
and episodes of binge drinking that other residential colleges in the
United States," exhave come to charcluding more strinacterize evenings
on campus remain
gent campuses like
"Liberty
Univerout of sight for
sity, where you are
many faculty memexpelled if you 're
bers.
This physical
caught
even
disconnect , howsmelling of alcoever, does not
hol."
Greenwood ,
mean that profesthrough his experisors at the College
ences on the Colare unaware of the
drinking scene and
lege
Affairs
Committee and as
purported "alcohol
crisis" at the ColPaul Greenwood a former faculty
lege. Even profesProfessor of Biology resident in Mary
Low between 1989
sors who live
beyond Watervillc,
and 1993, agrees
such as Assistant Professor of History that the issue of alcohol is long-standand George C. Wiswcll Jr. Research ing, and thusty not particularly unique
Fellow Jason Opal , are aware of stu- to this current generation of students.
dent conduct concerning alcohol. "1 While serving on various college
live an hour away, so [campus drink- committees . Greenwood has found
ing issues] come to my attention, but thai "the single biggest issue has alit comes to my attention as a faculty ways been alcohol."
member through separate means."
Both Greenwood and Bassett
For other faculty members, the in- agree that although persistent, the alteraction with campus alcohol issues cohol culture on campus has been
is more firsthand. Professor of Biology and Dr. Charles C. and Pamela
See ALCOHOL, Page 2
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culture they
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Film program set for 2009 Faculty react to student drink ing
By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFP

Film and entertainment plays a huge
Rile in our every da> li\ es at the College
Yet film is also an aspect of academic
study—bow do the representattons we
see depicted in various mediums impact
our culture and history 7
Students interested in discovering
the answers to such questions and deb ing deeper into the inner workings of
cinema will be allowed such an opportunity in the future, with the implementation of a film program set for
incorporation in the fall of 2009
Associate Professor of American
Studies Margaret McFadden will be
spearheading the effort to find a director for the proposed program. "We
live in a world that is saturated with
visual culture , and film is a profoundl y influential genre of visual
culture in most people's lives today."
she said. "Given the power of film
and media to shape our culture and
our perceptions of other cultures it

is vital thai liberally educated people
have the intellectual skills to analyze
and critical!) interpret them "
McFadden will spend thi s academic > car searching for a new
tenure-track professor to become the
director of the program in conjunction
with members of the administration.
Thus far the committee has sent
inquiries with the job description to
senior scholars at schools whose
film studies departments arc highly
ranked in the nation
The search team is looking f or a
candidate that has the experience, and
will be able to contribute to the college 's rigorous reputation This hiring
process looks to ensure that the new
faculty member will not onl y have
significant expertise in cinematography, but will also become a valued
member of the College community
outside the classroom.
Though the program will be based
out of the American Studies department international film will also be
included in the curriculum. The se-

lection committee 's hopes that the
chosen candidate can focus on global
cinema as the College 's existing faculty that deal with film specialize primaril y in American and Western
European cinema.
The College Board describes
film studies as a area of study in
which students "stud y film history,
theory, and criticism, as well as the
basics of film production...[and] examine related arts such as television and video " Muehhasyettobe
decided regarding how the program
will be structured Questions still remain as to whether or not film studies will he offered as a major, a
minor , or simp ly an area of concentration
Possible introductory
courses that may include film history, film theory, and film analysis.
A finalizedcumculum will take
shape once a tenure-track professor
has been hired for the program.
The College Hill continue to update the community as the program
is developed.

JOHNSON POND REGATTA

KEKDM.L SULLIVAN/THf COLBT ECHO

Students competed over the w eekend in the annual Johnson Pond Regatta f o r a f irst p lace prize of $400.

SGA bud get changes to impact clubs
By SUZANNE MERKELSON
EDrTOR IN CHIEF

In lig ht of overspending issues
in past years. Student Government
Association Treasurer Dave Mctcalf "09 is looking to continue
policies set in place last year by
former
SGA
Treasurer
Tim
Williams
OS
These include
changes in how clubs request and
receive funds, as well as the addition of a Student Finance Committee, who hel p determine SGA
fund allocations
According to Williams , the SGA
ended the school year nearly
S65 .000 in debt two years ago.
This was attributed largely to inappropriate spending on the part of
clubs, due to misinformation and
some personal expenses being put
on club bud gets [see In response
to overspending by S63k last year,
the SGA u ill have greater safeguards ' m the September 14. 2007
issue of the Echo)
Last year. Williams , who had no
part in the original accumulation of
debt, instituted a pay back plan that
was intended to take no longer
than five years to complete Furthermore , a committee was created
to assist the treasurer , who formerly worked alone managing the
nearl y $265,000 SGA budget.
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Williams mentioned that policy
dictated dial the treasurer was only allowed to see records for the current
school year This held true even last
year as he attempted to rebuild the
Treasury. The administration "didn 't
want a lot of drama," Williams said.
"Some people may have known what
they were doing when they overspent
[dunng the 2006-2007 school year] "
However, he said that rumors of a
purchase of a television by previous
SGA members were "overblown. "
Most of the overspending was committed by the senior class and the
Colby Outing Club (COC) during its
spring break trips, and also included
"random food at events."
The Student Finance Committee
includes one member from each
class, and provides additional oversight and accountability to the treasurer 's decisions.
This year. Metcalf intends to continue many of Williams ' policies.
Clubs have to request funding specificall y for each event , which he believes will provide more flexibility for
both himself and club leaders. Thus,
according to Metcalf . "a club that has
someone this year who is reall y enthusiastic coming in isn 't bound by
the past " in terms of club budget allocations Student interest will then not
be limited by set bud gets.
Metcalf also intends to hel p clubs

manage funds more efficiently. "A little bit of organization can go a long
way." he said. For example, planning
ahead of time can reduce personal reimbursements caused by unexpected
overspending.
As of yet, the SGA budget for
this year has not been formally
announced. According to Metcalf,
this is due to a self-administered
audit the College conducts yearly.
The budget includes expenditures
for clubs including Colby Emergency Response (CER), which is
"expensive , and not at all optional ," according to Metcalf. The
biggest spenders include the COC,
WMHB (the student run radio station) and the Echo.
Metcalf also encouraged students
to apply for the Student Finance
Committee, and said he is currently accepting applications for
one representative from each class
year. Any student can apply by emailing
him
at
dmetcalf@colby.edu; applications
are due by October 1. The committee is especially important: "It
adds a layer of weight and legitimacy to allocations for clubs."
Despite the hurdles he faces, Metcal f expects a successful year for the
SGA Treasury. Thus far, he said, "I
have been as conservative as I possibly can [in expenditures]."
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dynamic in and of itself. According
to Bassett , the dissolution of fraternities m the 1980s brought destructive, alcohol-related behavior to a
temporary halt. From his perspective,
Bassett observed that after the fraternities left , there was a decline in
"everyone [getting] drunk and
[breaking] things" and "women
[being] badly mistreated regularly"—behaviors that had gone hand
in hand with the old Greek system.
For a short while , Bassett felt
that "problem drinking slowed for a
while." But in the 1990s, "the incidence of binge bnnging beset the
campus again ," he said. Because
the Echo did not publish the incident report log during this period,
Bassett noted that he could not cite
any empirical evidence, but often
caught wind of "the horrors of a
Saturday night in dorms like Dana"
from students.
In terms of the current discourse
regarding alcohol at the College, faculty members have varying perceptions regarding its prevalence and
whether or not it is unique to the College. Opal believes that the College
does in fact have a reputation as a
"party school," and cites Dartmouth
College as one of the few, if only,
schools with a comparable drinking
climate. Greenwood, on the other
hand, feels that alcohol has become
an issue solely due to the fact that the
focus is on "the irresponsible behaviors," as "society tends not to reward
the good behavior."
Bassett, though admittedly less
aware of the immediate climate,
posited that events like the Champagne Steps had evolved to a point
that was reminiscent of the old fraternity days. The Steps, though devoid
of fraternity members, became well
populated with "mobs of drunks,"
creating a "sloppy, silly, way-toosmashed...scene." Steps aside, Bassett
believes that the alcohol issue is one
shared by many institutions.
This prevalence of "problem
drinking" on campus, even though it
is often viewed as distinctly unique to
the social sphere, has at times found
its way into the academic realm.
While not a common occurrence,
Opal noted that when a student shows
up to class "heavily hungover, it is
noticeably different than a student
who is just acting tired."
Greenwood too has had to confront
social behavior spilling over into his
classrooms, including one instance in
which he had to dismiss a student
"who came to lab with alcohol on
their breath." However, he added that
this was a unique event, and his onl y
recurrent encounter with student alcohol use during academic hours has
been the disruption once caused by
the Champagne Steps tradition.
The tendency of Steps to bleed
into academic life was also a point of
contention for Bassett, who observed
Champagne Steps participants arriving to his American Short Stories
class (which met on the last day of
spring classes) "drunker and
drunker" with each passing year.
Eventually, Bassett reached the point
where he would simply "give a fif-
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[When a student shows up
to class] heavily hungover, it
is noticeably
different than a
student who is
just acting
tired.
Jason Opal

Professor of History

beer at the pub, which added an intellectual dimension to having a beer,"
Opal said. He contrasted this with
what he perceives as a culture of
"hardcore partying," marked most
alarmingly by the concept of
"pregaming" or "preloading. " To
Opal , such practices are particularly
distressing, as it means that a student
"does not want to be consciously
aware" of his or her social encounters
and interactions.
Both the divergent and shared
views on the alcohol culture on campus indicate an incredibly nuanced relationship between academia and the
social climate at the College. According to Greenwood, there is a "broad
range of views among the faculty,"
undoubtedly dependent on their level
of involvement on campus, their personal encounters, and what some
choose to see or to not see. "Our impressions as faculty is what we read in
the local newspaper, the Echo and
what we hear from students or in committees on campus," Greenwood said.
While there appears to be no single consensus among faculty members regarding the nature of the
campus drinking scene, due to the
varied experience and exposures of
each professor, the majority of faculty
members believe that any watershed

changes in campus culture will need
to originate with the students.
Opal believes that changes must be
"grassroots or homegrown, as no legitimate change can occur from above."
This is a trend he believes to be true
from the small scale of a college campus to the highest levels of society.
Opal noted, however, that this does not
mean that effective change has to be independently "grassroots." Echoing past
statements by members of the administration, he is not for "Puritan style
overrcgulation ," as an administrative
body "cannot impose a new moral precept upon people...though they can
help encourage and foster it." To accomplish this, Opal believes "more of
an interface between the cultural life of
the college and the social life of the college" will be necessary. Such beliefs
are at the core of the working groups
that have been established to address
campus culture.
Like Opal , Greenwood is optimistic about the potential for studentled change. He believes that the
cunent student body is "capable and
willing," and he has been "impressed
with students addressing this task ,
which is by no means easy." Greenwood cited the openness of the College's discourse on alcohol as a
positive factor in a move towards
more responsible drinking, as contrasted to other schools that have far
less pronounced discourses and
"lower perceptions of alcohol issues."
"I think the students are realizing
it 's not the kind of [drinking] culture
they want," Greenwood commented,
"and are becoming more aware that
arguing with the administration and
being perceived as poor town citizens
is not beneficial. " In the current national climate . Greenwood does not
think that "students would be proud if
[the College] showed up as the number one party school on any lists, especially in light of job searches." He
continued that "students would be
pleased to have alcohol as a participant in social functions rather than the
driving force." However, Greenwood
noted the caveat "that students can
drive this [change], but if they don 't,
eventually the administration will."
Greenwood sees the current initiatives, like the working groups, as
"good opportunities to attract good
students and faculty as they search for
a solution." Although social life and
academic life at the College may often
seem separate, the consensus from the
viewpoint of the faculty and most others on campus is that change must be
achieved through cooperative and
comprehensive grassroots movements
Next Week: Students work to address the social climate on campus in
Part III of The Alcohol Issue.

If interestedin voicing
your opinion regarding the AlcoholIssue,
pleasecontact
AlexanderRichardsat
atrichar@colby.edu
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teen minute talk on the contents of
the final exam" for the "sober ones,"
while the "drunks giggled." He cited
the emergence of early morning partying in the Alfond Apartments as the
catalyst for this change.
Even when atcohol and inebriated
students remain outside the classroom, Greenwood noted that the effects can still cross over into
academia without students realizing
it. "Many students who get okay
grades and drink [problematically]
could get a lot more out of [their academic experience]" if they were to
alter their behavior, Greenwood said.
"They may not necessarily see a
change in their grades, but their quality of learning would certainly increase," he said.
Opal's comments parallel those of
Greenwood. For Opal , the current
drinking problem on campus is a "cultural issue." He related his own experience at Cornell University in which
alcohol contributed more passively, if
not beneficially, to campus culture and
academia. "One positive thing that occurred at Cornell was that teaching assistants would take seniors to have a
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Lectures discuss global importance of election
there would be a continuation of
[Bush] policies [under a McCain
administration]," he said.
In the end , Corrado noted that
mestic and foreign policy issues. He
described the nation as "an electorate within the context of economic crithat is climbing a wall of worry."
sis, Obama has an opportunity to
According to Corrado, the question capitalize on being the candidate
he is asked the most by students look- that will bring difference to the
ing at the pessimism prevalent in our economy. "He 's now going to have
nation is why the race hasn't leaned to use the debates to show not only
that he has a
one way or the
plan , but that
other. He explained
there is a clear
that this election is
and substantial
particularly close
contrast from
for a number of reaJohn McCain on
sons.
the issues."
"We're in a
Corrado said
unique
political
that
McCain
era," he
said.
will try to shift
"We're in an era of
the debate to a
divided partisanbroader quesship. We're in an
tion of the econera...where
the
"to
omy—
people who vote
focus on this
tend to be wellELISABETH PONSOT/THE COLBY ECHO
and say this is
balanced in terms
an example of a Dr. Jean-Claude Redonnet spoke about European perceptions of America.
of their partisan
identification. " Adcrisis. And in a
ditionally, Corrado
Anthony J. Corrado Jr. crisis you need
experience
anc I likely to be a close race because of casting a vote in November. "This
said that John McProfessor of Government
the partisan divisions and the way to me is a constant in Europe," he
Cain has been able
character."
to effectivel y disIn terms o f that the two campaigns arc persuing said. "The idea that another Republican administration may make
their strategies."
tance himself from the unpopular general conclusions, however, Cor
Redonnet ended his lecture on a transatlantic barriers, at this point ,
Bush administration—a move that rado said that he believes "the pa
fundamentals
and
tin : wary note, mentioning the European insurmountable."
has hel ped him fair well in the gen- litical
eral election. "There 's no consensus, economic fundamentals still favotf desire for Americans to consider reformed at least at this point , that the Democrats in this race, but it 'i ; lationships with allies abroad when
From ELECTION . Page 1

We're in a
unique political
era. We're in an
era...where
people who vote
tend to be
well-balanced in
terms of their
partisan
identification.

Studentsquestion use of pesticide

SGA supports
motion f or f urther
disclosure by PPD

in that they simulate and throw normal hormone levels off-balance.
Pesticides can be absorbed into
the body through one of three ways:
ingestion, inhalation and dermal absorption. Hormones in the human
body work at extremely tow levels,
By DOUG PROCTOR
"in the parts per trillion range ,"
NEWS STAFF
Carlson said. This means that even
a small level of exposure, such as
In recent weeks, some members of
touching pesticide treated grass, then
the College community have exnot washing your hands before eatpressed concern about potential enviing; or walking on grass, tracking it
ronmental and health implications
into a dorm room and then walking
associated with the College's use of
bare-foot over it later, can pose posynthetic chemical pesticides.
tential health risks.
Andy Smith '11 , along with StuThere are numerous studies in the
dent Government Association Class of
scientific
community examining the
2011 Representative Harry Davis, has
long-term health effects of exposure
been working to pass a motion calling
to pesticides. Rising prostate
and breast cancer are said to
be related to exposure to synthetic chemicals.
Research presented by
Emily Sinnott '08, Jessica
Ruthruff '08 and Michael
Veidenheimer '10 in the
Colby Undergraduate Research Symposium between
April 30-May 2, 2008 noted
that synthetic chemicals used
in pesticides "may be carcinogens, reproductive or developmental toxicants, DNA
mutagens, endocrine disruptors, or they may disrupt
normal immune and neurological functions."
Beyond
the
potential
health risks, pesticides pose a
threat to the environment
both immediately in the long
term. "When you apply pesticides to grass, you aren 't
just killing the weeds," Carlson said. Herbicides , while
FK£PHOT<
engineered to be as precise as
Pesticides are used to keep areas such as the Chapel Lawn presentable.
possible in what they kill .
for a full disclosure on the specificsof
pesticide application on campus by the
Physical Plant Department. The motion passed unanimously at the Sept.
22 SGA meeting.
"Nobody is saying that PPD has any
malicious intent," Smith said. What is
bothersome to him is that the students
"don't even know what [is being applied] to this campus, and everyone is
being exposed to this stuff."
According to Visiting Assistant
Professor of Environmental Studies
Gail Carlson, pesticides are correlated
with to detrimental health effects. One
of these effects is endocrine disruption , a symptom caused by the absorption of synthetic chemicals that
are close enough to human hormones

Security recommends
preventative measures
From THEFT, Page 1

advantage of the Colby Check program. Chenevert described the program as a way to "make it easier for
us at Security and easier for the police to check into stolen items." To
participate in Colby Check, students
can go to the Department of Security located on the first floor of
Roberts Union and register their
valuables such as bikes and laptops

with Security. If the item goes missing, the item can more easily be
tracked by its serial number and protective sticker reading, "Protected
by Colby Check."
Overall , as Chenevert said , "Students just have to be a bit more conscious. Look out for your own
safety and security and take personal responsibility for your property. Keep your rooms locked and
take preventative measures to keep
your things safe."

Interested in working for the
Echo? E-mail
echo@colby.edu.

often undermine the health of soil by
killing helpful organisms, as well as
the targeted weeds.
While the potentially detrimental effects of pesticides are still not fully understood, the argument for using
pesticidesis based on the concreteben-

If we decide as a
community that
this is the way
things are, and
we are okay
with it, that's
democracy, and
I'll be okay with
that decision.
Harry Davis 1
'1

Sophomore Class Representative

efits of doing so—indeed without the
help of pesticide application, there
would be a greaternumber of weeds and
patchy or dead grass areas on the Hill.
In response to the current SGA effort to disclose information about pesticide use on campus, it remains to be
seen what future the use of pesticides
will have on our campus. Even the
most ardent opponents to pesticide
use on campus believe that it should
be a community decision, once all the
facts are known.
"If we decide as a community that
this is the way things are, and we are
okay with it , that 's democracy, and
I'll be okay with that decision ,"
Davis said.

echo

news briefs

Ike relief concert set f or Thursday
On Thursday, Sept. 25 , the Student Government Association will
host a Hurricane Ike relief benefit concert at 8:30 p.m. in Page Commons. SGA President Patrick Boland '09 and Dana Head Resident
Billy Petteng ill '11 p lanned this event in order to benefit the Red
Cross hurricane relief fund. The concert will be $2 at the door and
will include performances by the Colbyettes , the Sirens , EVE , the
Megalomaniacs , Colby Improv and the Headrights. Three other
events will solicit donations for the funds. A raffle , including a $300
top prize to the Bookstore , costs $3 a ticket , sold at the Pulver Pavilion Information Desk and at the door. Students can also donate
money at all three dining halls and at the Information Desk , as well
as at Senior Pub Night outside Mainely Brew 's on Thursday night.
Donations will benefit the Red Cross hurricane relief fund.
During early September , Hurricane Ike led to 61 deaths in the
United States alone. It is expected to register as the third costliest
Atlantic hurricane for the United States , with estimated property
damage costing about $27 billion. Additionally, the hurricane continued the pattern rising death tolls and damage during this year 's
hurricane season in the Caribbean , particularly in the Turks and
Caicos islands , Haiti and Cuba.
"I started this idea when 1 saw the devastation from Hurricane Ike
on CNN and the type of life-changing disaster that it brought to
those unlucky Americans ," Pettengill said. "Millions of peop le were
relocated because of this disaster, and when f thought about how unfortunate it would for my home to be comp letely ruined , I decided
that I should try and help as best I could. Especially when I watched
reporters speak to the residents of the devastated areas and all I
could see was distress and anguish on their faces because they lost
everything. "
Students are encouraged to attend the events and donate any
amount possible. "We 're just hoping that people will show up to the
concert not onl y to donate , but to see a cappella and walk away with
a gift certificate," Petteng ill said.
—Suzanne Merkelson, Editor in Chief

Common Ground Fair draws many
The Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association held its 32nd annual Common Ground Country Fair last weekend, with attendance reaching
record numbers. The Morning Sentinel reported that the fair, a celebration
of rural life featuring food, music, workshops and artisan vendors, saw close
to 19,000 visitors on Friday, 25,000 on Saturday and an estimated 16,000 on
Sunday.
Upwards of 1,000 people volunteered at the fair, including many students
from the College—who assisted with parking, selling tickets and staying
on-call as emergency medical rcsponders. Many students took advantage of
the sunny and clear weather by biking to the fair, which takes place 20 miles
f rom the College in Unity.
Julia Coffin '09 spent the summer working at Ricker Hill Orchard in
Turner, Maine and spent the weekend helping out at the fair. "[Common
Ground] is a great place to work and sell products because the people are all
so interested in how you cultivate and harvest your produce," she said. "1
think Common Ground is a great place for like-minded people to get together and share information and products."
—Chelsea Eakin. Editor in Chief

Cake tickets on sale all week
Tickets to see Cake, the Student Programming Board's big fall show, are
still on sale this week at the information desk in Pulver Pavilion from 1 to
3 p.m. Tickets are $12 for students with a Colby ID card; $15 with an ID
from any other school and $20 for the general public. The alternative rock
band, hailing from Sacramento, CA, will perform on October 3 at 8:30 p.m.
in the Wadsworth Gymnasium, with opener Winterpills (see next week's
Echo for a full preview, including an interview with the band). Formed in
1991 , the band is best known for hits such as "The Distance," "Short
Skirt/Long Jacket" and "Love You Madly."
According to SPB Concert and Live Music Chair Ben Green '09, "Tickets are selling well and are meeting expectations, of how we generally go
about selling. On-campus we often see an initial rush of sales followed by
a last minute rush, all of which are occurring." He said that enthusiasmon
campus for the show is especiallyhigh. "The student body seems really excited about the show, which is great to see, as a packed concert with excited
fans always makes for an excellent show."
Green encouraged anyone who has yet to buy a ticket to do so soon. "We
have some tickets left , but at the current rate [we] expect to either sell out,
or come extremely close to selling out," he said.
—Suzanne Merkelson, Editor in Chief

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

EDITORIAL

Conversations we need
to be having

This week, we felt we couldn 't ignore the controversy surrounding the Student Programming Board's use of a Hawaiian Lu 'au theme for this fall's Loudness dance However, in an attempt to editorialize on it . we found that we on the Echo editorial board could not reach a
consensus on how to approach the issue Some fell that SPB' s late apology was weak and dismissive, its two-week delay inexcusable, and that whatever the good intent of the Loudness
theme, it is not SPB' s place to decide whether or not others should be offended by their actions, only to acknowledge hurt and promise to do better in a timely fashion. Others believed
that white privilege was brought abruptly and arbitrarily into the discourse and that the issue of
the Loudness theme was an innocent misunderstanding blown out of proportion.
Interestingly, our discussion matches those being held all over campus—and we applaud
these conversations The student body 's inability to reach a consensus on what is right and what
is wrong in this instance demonstrates that there are broader themes underlying w hat may seem
like a trivia! to-do over a simple party theme to some Indeed we cannot ignore acts of racism
or mere perceptions of racist behavior on campus: both are topics of conversation and action
that demand our attention as a collective
In some instances, such as the controversy surrounding last year 's Cmco de Mayo t-shirts,
the student body has been able to have productive conversations and raise appropriate amounts
of attention to often ignored and unforeseen circumstances. Yet all too frequentl y, the ignorance
of the overwhelmingly white student body makes those who fall under "different" cultural,
racial, socioeconomic, or religious categories feci as though their sincere distress toward actions
that offend them is not taken seriously. Concurrently, students who are in the majority are often
grouped together as ignorant when many times , their own "ignorance" is more the outgrowth
of a lack of opportunities to experience diverse encounters (and often not for lack of trying)
rather than a willful ignorance of culpable neglect that it is often distorted as.
It 's a difficult problem to grasp, and a difficult line to draw
While we are here, we have an opportunity to struggle with the complexities of this issue.
Much of what we learn, in and out of the classroom, gives us the intellectual scaffolding to debate, to ponder, to grapple, to understand every side to this debate. We should consider ourselves, as a whole, privileged to have this discussion , to be able to state our feelings and beliefs
and listen to those of others. The discussion was sparked by the Loudness Lu'au theme, but that
incident may fade while the conversation turns to dissecting and understanding the broader issues that have been raised of racism, white privilege and stereotyping.
The Opinions section of the Echo exists for any individuals in the college community to express their views. We offer this forum as a venue for campus-wide dialogue to address controversies, unpack tough issues and get people talking.
As Pugh Center director Noel James pointed out in her interview with the Echo, now is the
time in our lives to have these important and essential conversations. We all must be open,
ready to take risks, and willing to discuss uncomfortable topics for the greater purpose of bringing us toward understanding one another Such opportunities are not so readil y available outside the "Colby Bubble." in that diverse place college students so often call "the real world."
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Plenty of love for the pet-less
JENNIFER
COX

A cat is slowly dying on the kitchen floor,
and beside him a woman is kneeling, breaking into a thousand pieces. It is a vivid , eloquently written scene in one students ' fiction
story, but the reaction it evokes from the
class is just as emotional and unguarded.
"This scene is perfect!"
people cry out. "You captured this so well. 1 lost
my cat over the summer
so this scene means a lot
to me. " Suddenl y, some
in the class are spilling
their pet histories while
the rest of us try to swallow the warm nostalgia
tickling our throats. I
have the urge to spill my
heart too, to turn our fiction criti que into a twohour
group
therapy
session.
For the first time since
I' ve been at college, 1 see
people publically aching
for their buddies who are
pawing around home or
those who have been
buried. It 's refreshing !
I' m tired of trivializing
relationships with pets.
When you have been
greeted for eighteen
years at your front door
by a spastic , bounding
dog,
it 's incredibl y
sobering to open a dorm
room door and meet
nothing but dead air. I' m not sure we can
underestimate the power of having a pet
around. When so many of the things that
define happ iness can be felt in the presence
of a puppy—self-worth , comfort , love, and
an air of simp licity—it 's undeniably hard
to let it go.
We miss our families too, of course, when
we can 't be with them. But there are letters
and phone calls and stupid chain e-mails, and
we never quite feel like we're entirel y out of
touch. When I' m on the phone with my
mother I can hear my two yappy Cavalier
King Charles dogs in the background. Sometimes, my mom humors me and lets me "talk"
to them, by which I mean I coo like a com-

An ode to the animals we 've loved, lost, or long
f or a celebration of f riendship sthat last f or lif e
p lete moron into my side of the phone as they
cock their heads in wonder on the other end.
They don 't know it 's me, as my mother assures me that they do. They probabl y don 't
understand my words or why my voice is emanating from plastic and wires. They remember me when I come home and they go gaga
with excitement but it 's hard to ignore the time
that 's elapsed. I' m like the estranged sibling,
the long-lost parent forced to watch my babies
grow up from afar. My four years of college is

twenty-eight of their dog years! That's more
than a third of their life that I'm missing, and
though I know it 's for a great purpose, it 's still
a small tragedy.
At the very least, dogs can be clumsy, furry
friends. But at best, they are companions who
can change your life. A connection with an animal is no less important than that of a friend.
It is intensely different in its nature and form
of expression, but it can be more pure than any
other relationship. There are no words to explain what love is. There is only eye contact
and the wagging of bodies, time spent together
and pouring your heart into your tone of voice.
Over the summer, my boxer, Holl y died
of cancer. Because she was only eight we

didn 't expect it, and I' m still reeling. I' ve
tried to paint the pain with mantras, chanting, "We know that animals arc going to die.
We know pets don 't live long. It happens."
These are the things I told myself when my
first beloved boxer, Nikkii died. They are the
truth and acceptance of the circle of life is
crucial for survival, but it doesn 't water any
of it down. The fact remains that someone
who was important in my life isn 't here now,
and I'm going to feel it. It 's bound to sting.
It 's supposed to resonate.
It 's impossibly hard to see a
li ght in someone's eyes and
know it 's for the last time.
Holl y had one of the best
souls I have ever known ,
and in some ways she knew
me better than maybe anyone ever has. I miss her terribl y. She was an enormous,
slobbering, smiling presence in my life, and I' m not
ashamed to admit it. When
she died , 1 was on top of a
mountain in New Hampshire, taking photos with
my hands reaching towards
the sky and gazing out over
clouds and treetops. I agonized for weeks knowing
that I wasn't with her at the
very end. In retrospect , I
guess perhaps I was.
Now that she's gone, I
just want to celebrate her. I
want to say that it 's OK to
love your pets in crippling
amounts and to miss them
terrifically while you 're
here. So here's to Holly, my
beautiful boxer with obvious
compassion, honesty, and affection. Here's to Nikkii, my childhood dog, a
sarcastic brute teeming with unapologetic
love. Here's to Charlie and Lily, my puppies at
home, who roll on their backs and watch me
closely. Here 's to your pets , the ones you'll
never forget, the ones you are missing now, or
the ones you can't wait to return home to.
Here 's to school breaks and to summers spent
at home! Here's to recognizing our pain! Here
is love for the pet-less!
Disclaimer: I would also like to recognize
my crimson beta f ish, Luke Skywalker, who is
sulking at the bottom of his bowl as I write
this article. I' m sorry, buddy. I appreciate
you, really.

Do you know how white you are?
Clarifying white privelage: Why this important
discussion belongs to absolutely everyone
The recent barrage of racially-charged
discussion on the Digest of Civil Discourse
has left a bittersweet after-taste in my mouth.
On one hand , people are actuall y throwing
their thoug hts out in the open and generating much-needed discussion on the issue of
race and its place in our society. On the other
hand , I find myself increasing aggravated by
occurrences of ignorance, both accidental
and willful. People have come out and said
that SPB has nothing to apologize for because this is all just a big misunderstanding.
The more I listen to and read about peop le 's
opinions on this issue, the words "big misunderstanding" jump out at me the most.
I believe we need to clarify some of the
language that has been thrown around lately,
including the recent usages of "white privilege " and "racism " on the Di gest of Civil
Discourse. These words have specific meanings that are often misconstrued and misused. For example , a claim was made
recently that saying someone is exerting
white privilege is a racist comment. This is
not necessaril y correct. I believe that we all
need to make sure we learn the language of
this discourse in order to continue these
much-needed debates.
Racism is , by definition , a willful practice. The central idea of racism is that one
race is naturally superior to all of the rest.
The idea that anyone who is not white is inferior is (almost) an archaic idea but , since
our society believed so strongly in it for so
many years , there are still remnants of those
beliefs littered throughout our lives. These
remnants are the central ideas of what we
call white privilege. White privilege is the
idea that , despite the changes that have occurred over the years, we still fail to acknowledge the equality of non-whites in
many ways. The example 1 hear most often
is that of flesh-colored band-aids. The only
flesh tone represented is white , which leaves
out a significant portion of our country 's

population. The people who make these sorts
of decisions may not be racist but because of
the privileged position whites hold in society, they do not think about whom this might
affect beyond the realm of "white culture."
There is an important distinction to be
made here: even if someone makes some
sort of racially-charged comment , that docs

I believe that this is
what happened during last Loudness:
people did not necessarily consider
the cultural implications of a lu'au
themed Loudness
because of the white
privilege that exists
within our society.
not make them racist We cannot label anyone as racist unless they trul y think that their
race is superior to every other race. So, when
someone tells me that I am exerting my
white privilege , that person does not necessarily think that their race is superior to
mine. They are merely stating a truth and acknowled ging what is most likely an unintentionall y inconsiderate comment or action of
mine. We live in a society where "white culture " is the dominant culture , so it is very
easy to say or do something that is ignorant
of other peoples * cultures without realizing
what we arc doing.
1 believe that this is what happened dur-

BEN
HAUPTMAN

ing Loudness: people did not necessarily
consider the cultural implications of a lu'authemed Loudness because of the white privilege that exists within our society. This is
common occurrence and I am sure that no
one on SPB meant any harm. Having said
that , we are very familiar with the fall-out of
these sorts of accidents. We as a society have
taken so many different traditions from other
cultures and misrepresented them over and
over again. We called our Loudness a
"lu 'au" even though it clearly was not. People who arc familiar with this sort of tradition had to sit and watch us butcher
something that may be culturally important
to them. As a culture , we are not told that we
have to consider how something like this
might affect someone who is not a part of
our "white culture. " We as a college exerted
white privilege when we did not consider the
cultural implications of this activity.
I hope that this has cleared up some of
these points about the terms of our discussion and is able to make the discourse we are
having a much more productive conversation. 1 feel very strongly that we need to realize the implications of our actions and
understand what happens when we see the
world through a white lens. Perhaps with the
knowledge of our white privilege , we can
begin to look for ways in which we are unintentionally ignorant of other peoples ' cultures and find more effective ways to make
sure mistakes like this do not happen in the
future. In order for everyone to get to that
point, we need to use the language at our disposal to have the conversations about race
we should have had a long time ago.

Hope for hemp:It's I Katy, you aren't the only one
noteasybeinggreen
Bashing bisexuahty rumors by kissing
girls...and lik ing it

HARRY
CURME

A valuable resource
made illegal in a
hemp hungry world
Hemp, or cannabis sativa , is known to
most by its Mexican slang-derived name ,
Marijuana. What very few people know is
that hemp has been used throughout human
hstory, including early American history,
for an extreme variety of industrial applications. Hemp can replace fossil fuels, syni he tic chemicals , and timber used in modem
ndustry, in every instance doing so in a
Hire ecolog icall y friendly and sustainable
manner. Selective breeding can make industrial hemp useless as a drug. Due to the myriad of possible uses it can fulfill, it should
be made legal.
Hemp has long been used throug hout
ustory as durable paper. Discarded
lKinp-bascd textile products can and have
»een made into cheap
"rag
but
effective
^.iper " Hemp paper has
nciter
folding
enlurancc than wood-pul p
paper.
The
main
irength of hemp paper
$ that it could rep lace
hirmful deforestation.
'Her a 20-year period ,
hemp produces as much
¦viper in one acre as 4.1
teres of trees would
¦ ike. Depending on the
nethod of production ,
rood pulp based paper
i.iy require the use of
¦¦Mil
. chlorine and
bleach, which often end
ip in our nation 's waterways. Hemp paper ,
|however, requires none
I these chemicals.
Cotton is one of the
Hist chemically-depenIcnt crops in the world ,
.ising many tons of pesticides , herbicides
iiul insecticides. Nearly 50 percent of all
liemicals used in American agriculture go
i wards cotton production. It doesn 't depl ete soil resources as much as cotton
lues , and its roots contribute to soil
strength, fighting erosion. Its fibers can be
i i.ide to be softer and warmer than cotton ,
md is much more water-absorbent and has
ore tensile strength. Nylon , rayon and
tber polymers could be synthesized with
hemp cellulose instead of using petroleum
products.
By and large , hemp can be made into
unst any material that fossil fuels now currentl y are made from. Hemp-based charoal can be used in place of coal , but
¦uthout producing harmful sulfur emisnins . We need more research to fully unlerstand if hemp could work better for
-tlunol than corn does, but that research is
'inhibited. Hempseed oil can be used to
nake paints , varnishes, fuel , machine oil
'iid lighting oil , for which kerosene and
ther fossil fuels are currently used. New
technology allows for hemp-based
lodegradable plastics, which could replace
Mroleum-derived plastics. Each year in
America about 60 billion pounds of plastics
ire put into the waste stream , most of them
is municipal solid waste. Imagine if that
&as all biodegradable.
The cellulose fiber from hemp can be
i ide into pressed board, particleboard and
ther materials now made from timber, furher reducing deforestation. It is practical ,
expensive , fire-resistan , and a great insuator of sound and heat. Isochanvrc is a
French building material used by mixing
wnp hurds and lime , which can petri fy
' to a mineral state and last through the
?ntunes.
Our modern way of life has been built
round cheap fossil fuels and the success of
he industrial revolution. The industrial revUition has left us with polluted skies, warways, deforested wastelands and a radical
Msion of wealth. We are facing the confluences of our nation 's choices , but it is

not too late to change. Growing hemp is illegal in the US , all of the hemp products 1
have named above are now currently made
in France, Canada, China and other countries
where the industrial use of hemp is legal.
The law is folly, because industrial hemp is
selectivel y bred to contain about 0.3 percent
THC, the active psychotrop ic ingredient in
marijuana.
Hemp grown for recreational and medicinal use (smoking), on the other hand,
contains 6 to 7 percent THC , some strains
even as much as 20 percent THC. The
plants used for industrial purposes have no
use as drugs , and the plants grown for drug
uses have little capability to be used in industry. You could smoke all the industrial
hemp in the world and end up with nothing
more than a bad cough. America , as well
as the rest of the world , now faces a crisis
of resources. Oil and natural gas prices are
soaring, food prices are rising to dangerous levels , ecological devastation is increasingl y hurting the earth and possible
climate change threatens to make the
whole situation worse.
Despite its many applications , the restrictions of the supply on hemp as well as
the lack of industrial research and development on hemp processing technology
drives up the price and
lowers the availability
of all hemp products
produced on the world
market.
Countries
where industrial hemp
is legal still successfully manage to outlaw cannabis hemp
used for smoking. The
US could allow the
growth of industrial
hemp and still (if it
must) continue the
war on drugs.
There is no reason
wh y we cannot allow
industrial hemp to be
grown , especially in
this time of need.
There are many other
benefits of hemp cultivation beyond the
scope of this editorial ,
but if you arc motivated for environmental reasons only, then an act to end the
prohibition of hemp cultivation may be
one of the most environmentally significant actions you could do. Buy hemp products , get the word out , and write to your
congressional representatives that in order
to protect our environment and reach a
sustainable future , the prohibition of hemp
cultivation must end.

You could smoke all
the industrial hemp
in the world and end
up with nothing
more than a bad
cough. America, as
well as the rest of
the world, now faces
a crisis of resources.
Oil and natural gas
prices are soaring,
food prices are rising to dangerous
levels.

against bisexuality. But I can say this: We
aren 't any sluttier than normal. We aren 't
confused. We aren 't on a damn fence. And
this is not just a phase , from either side.

I have a confession to make: I sing along
to that seriously annoying, overly perky
Katy Perry song. Yes, the "I Kissed a Girl"
song. Yes , with the cherry chapstick and
the music video curiously devoid of Sapp hic smooching. But beyond my obvious
break with good taste , why should I apologize? It 's just a catchv song, rig ht? And
yet , as someone who identifies as bisexual ,
I have major problems with this song. I just
can 't get the damn thing out of my head.
Let me explain. For those of you who
have somehow managed to miss this p innacle of musical achievement , the song is
essentially a girl who has gotten drunk ,
kissed a girl and liked it. Woohoo, right?
I' m all in favor of kissing girls. And yet ,
the song blatantly trivializes those of us
who actually are attracted to women. First
off , Katy Perry tells us she 's drunk. And
that she has a boyfriend. But he shouldn 't
mind because , she's not in love with this
poor girl she met in the bar. After all , she
never got her name since it 's
just a game. And , lest we forget , kissing girls is not what
good girls do.
Less romantic , right? In fact,
if someone made these arguments to me in person, I'd get seriousl y angry. And yet , there I
am, bopping along in my car,
singing along at the Loudness
Dance. The song itself is catchy
and fun and not taking itself too
seriously. So why am I bothered
so much?
The answer goes back to the
word "trivialize. " That 's what
society does to those of us who
identify as bisexual. Make no
mistake , by society, I mean
both queer and heterosexual
society. From the straight side,
we're told that we (particularl y
young, female bisexuals) are
simply in a phase, trying it on
and , upon graduation , will return to our heterosexual selves.
Or, my personal favorite , doing
it to impress our boyfriends.
From the queer side, we hear
that we're fence-sitters, greedy,
slutty and merely on a "pitstop " on the road to full-onqueerness.
I know there are many allies
at Colby and hopefully a great
many of you don 't buy into
these assumptions. But the cultural image of the bisexual is
pervasive
and
offensive
enough that , even in the presit
can
be tough
ence of allies ,
I can 't , for space 's sake, address every argument leveled

But I can say this:
We aren't any sluttier than normal. We
aren't confused. We
aren't on a damn
fence. And this is
not just a phase,
from either side.
Personally, I can say
that I'm plenty
queer, thank you
very much.
Personall y, I can say that I' m plenty queer ,
thank you very much , whether I have a

boy friend or a girlfriend. 1 find the
"greedy " label funniest , in some ways.
Trust me , liking both boys and girls doesn 't automaticall y increase your chance of a
date , thoug h wouldn 't that be nice? I think
male and female bisexuals hear different
criti ques: bisexual boys arc just scared gay
boys and bisexual girls are just slutty
straight girls. Let me be clear: some peop le do identify as bisexual and then later in
life identity as gay or straight. That 's completel y up to them and I in no way intend to
bash those people who do identify differently at some later point. But neither
should 1 be judged by the social norm of
drunk g irls kissing in a bar for their
boyfriends.
We 're told, from all sides , that we 're just
doing it halfway. And that 's why Katy
Perry 's song so angers me: she 's doing what
everyone thinks I' m doing. She 's personifying the very notions I' m trying to challenge. And maybe it wouldn 't bother me so
much if it weren 't indicative of a culture
that doesn 't value my personal sexual orientation. So. while it might be "just " a
song, it 's still offensive. Even if it is
damned catch y.

Here's What's Playing Fri., Sep 26
through I Inns..Oct.2
Frozen River
R Nightly at 5:00.7:00 and 8:55;
Matinees Sat . at 3:00 and Sun. at 1:00
and 3:00
Burn After Reading
R Nightly at 5:10.7:10 and 9:10;
Matinees Sat. and Sun. at 1:10 and
3:10

Wake Up and Smell the Turkey!
Book Thanksgiving and Holiday

A Man Named Pearl
G Nightly at 6:50; Matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 2:50
The Grocer 's Sun
Unrated Nightly at 4:50 and 8:30;
Matinees Sat . and Sun. at 12:50
Manhatten Short Film Festival
Unrated . Sat . Only at 1:00

Mermaid Transportation always
offe rs more scheduled service to
more airports (Portland, BostonLogan , and Manchester) from
campus than any carrier — reserv e quick and easy on-line atgomermaid.com
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Tuesdays 12 to 1 p.m.
Philson Lounge
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Exercise your rights—Vote!
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Our messianic imperialism I Cool kids for Obama
JACOB
ROUNDTREE

Jeffrey Sachs claims that , w ith the hel p of a
legion of development economists , political
elites from across the globe, and NGO bureaucrats, he has crafted an exquisite blueprint
which it " imp lemented w ill elongate the
stunted bodies of Malaw i children, cover the
bare feet of Ethiopian women, transform the
stagnant and fillh\ water holes of Ruhura into
roaring blue rivers and perform a myriad of
other miracles All he demands is that the industrialized nations provide him with S250
billion a year to finance his salvations Many
Colbs students are anxious to join Sachs in
his quixotic quest to end poverty, and many
more are anxious to lobby Washington to see
that it grant Sachs ' request for a quadrupling of
America's handouts to the Developing world
The onl y thing that prevents this army offeelgooders from accomplishing their goal of ending poverty is the immutable fact that no
amount of aid can rescue the peop le of the
Third World from their desperate stale
Over the past 50 years the West has supplied $23 trillion in aid to undeveloped and
developing nations And even Sachs is willing to acknowledge, this massive transfer of
w ealth been a complete failure Nevertheless,
every decade or so we are met by a clarion
call for more foreign aid with the added stipulation that this time the development community has better peop le and better plans to
ensure that the aid ignites hig h rates of economic growth in the south. During the I l)5()s
the proposed method to end poverty in the
Third World was import substitution and industrial development , when that failed the
focus was shifted onto the importance of developing the agriculture sector of the undeveloped world; when that failed it was
discovered that investment in public infrastructure such as roads, schools and hospitals
was of primary importance Now Sachs is offering a bold new plan that combines all the
failed agendas of the past into a grander one
that requires more financial sacrifices on the
part of the West
While Sachs has been jet setting to capitols ~ afbund the world , catching the holy
ghost and demanding that he be given more
money for his projects, real economists have
been uncovering the true impact aid has had
on the undeveloped world Economist
Harold Brumm. after reviewing the rele-

Why aid abroad is not as simple as some see it
to be: a look at economics, ethics, and power

vant literature in the field and undertaking
his own rigorous empirical anal ysis, finds
"that aid negativel y and significantl y affects
economic growth in developing countries
even where good policy is followed. "Another paper by University of Regina Professor Tomi Ovaska confirmed Brumm ' s
finding and discovered that a "one percent
increase in foreign aid las a percent of GDP)
in developing countries leads to a 3.65 percent fall in their growth rate of GDP per
capita annualll y" In fact as George Mason
University economist Peter Leeson has

Upon recieving foreign aid, recipient
governments
further centralize
their power so as to
take full advantage
of this windfall
income and to ward
off rival forces that
"smell the money."

noted Ov aska 's anal ysis is based onl y on the
short-run impact of foreign aid and thus it
likel y understates the deleterious impact aid
has on recipient nations.
Upon receiving foreign aid. recipient
governments further centralize their power
so as to take full advantage of this windfall
income and to ward off rival forces that
"smell the money " Oppressive regimes arc
the main cause of poverty in the Third
World , therefore , hig her levels of political
centralization yield greater suppression of
economic activity. And the heightened level
of political fi ghting, which foreign aid engenders, increases instability m recipient nations thus raising the cost of engaging in
productive activity.
Foreign aid inflows not only raise the costs
of engaging in productive entrepreneurial activities but by enriching the government it also
enhances the incentives for the nation 's best
and brig htest to join the state apparatus In
other words the smart guys are more likel y to

become Mike Browns than Sam Waltons
In IOQ8 , immediatel y following the IMF' s
cancellation of Uganda 's debts, which is foreign aid by another name . U ganda 's government bought its president a $35 million jet .
increased expenditures on public administration by 16 percent annually and launched military adventures in Sudan and Congo that
resulted in a S90 million increase in the military bud get Additionall y, following the debt
relief in 1998. poverty which had been on the
decline since 1992 . began to climb again
To circumvent the problem of despots utilizing foreign aid for military procurement
and for personal enrichment , the development community has directed greater portions of their bud gets to " aid in kind' . For
examp le , instead of giving Congo 's government funds to build more schools an aid
agency would simp ly build the additional
schools. In response Congo ' s government
would divert a comparable amount of its education budget to the enrichment of its leaders , the procurement of military technology
and other destructive expenditures. The net
result is the same as if the aid agency had
given the funds directl y to the government.
Another approach , that in many cases
avoids enriching the state , which has been
adopted by the development community, is expending resources to improve the living condition of the poor Cleaning water systems is
an example of this approach. In theory this approach should marginally ameliorate the harsh
realities of living in extreme poverty. However, if the purpose of foreign aid is to increase
income levels of the extremel y poor than this
approach necessarily is a failure because marginally improving someone's living conditions
does nothing to expand or enhance the set of
profit opportunities he can exploit. Moreover,
long-time aid practitioner Thomas Dichtcr has
argued that after 40 years of experience he's
seen scant evidence that such an approach has
significantly improved living conditions in
areas where it has been tried. Dichtcr contends that aid practitioners are unable to take
into account the myriad of variables present in
any community they have operated in and as a
result most of their projects are worthless or
counterproductive.
Jeffrey Sachs is demanding that the industrialized states perpetuall y p lunder the
wealth of their subjects so that he can subsidize the oppression of the very peop le he
claims his agenda is intended to uplift. Such
things arc to be expected in a world governed by the morality of altruism.

A call to examine the issues of the election bef oref ollowingthe crowd

MY TIEN
HUYNH

Rewind back to junior hig h school. I bet
we all remember either being popular , idealizing the popular kids or rebelling
against those "shallow " people b y purposely being different. As young adults
and college students , we 'd all like to believe that we 've outgrown such rhetoric.
We can talk about our issues and embrace
our differences. Not so
fast , Colb y ! Since when
has a nation built on both
Republican and Democratic
and
princi p les
raised a preponderance of
young rag ing liberals?
Look on our Facebook
profiles and you 'll be
hard-pressed to find any
"Moderate " let alone
"Conservative " students
I . myself am guilty. Are
we reall y all pro-choice .
anti-Iraq, pro-affirmative
action , pro-sex education,
anti-torture , pro-shorter
prison sentences , proUniversal Health Care,
pro-gay marriage , antiweapon and pro- talking
to dangerous world dictators types of people? Or , on the flipsidc , we believe that
these young, raging, follow the trend liberal types are simp ly annoying, and we
must bring back family values and a victory in Iraq with the help of the stallion
John McCain and the equally feisty Sarah
Palin.
And so, we dignified young adults across
this nation are back in junior high , arguing
over if either Britney Spears or Eminem
trul y holds the throne of music icon , unable
to compromise. Onl y this time , it 's Barack
Obama v. John McCain. The genera! consensus is Obama, a dreamer who is relatable, young, charismatic and sophisticated ,
as we many of us wish to be Thus, we arc
baffled at how any of our counterparts could
support four more years of Bush. However,
in 2001 weren 't we also baffled at the "outsiders" who didn 't believe in protecting our
country against terrorism? Weren 't tic-d ye-

shirts and big brig ht make-up once considered also considered cool? We passionate
and self-righteous peop le must understand
that an idea can only be bad in hindsight.
Thus , unless they were psychic , the people
behind these ideas intended to fi ght for a
better America , just as we did. Hearing a
thousand fears and perspectives while canvassing for universal healthcare made me
realize that different people arc taking different routes of in hopes of solving the same
" American issue; how to
make things better for all
of us.
So we root for Barack
Obama , one of the few
politicians in Washington
who opposed of invading
Iraq from the very beginning, because we believe
that he is that solution. We
root for this man because
he is daring, he dances to
his own drum and he
promises change . But to
be like Barack , and to not
to be cast off as one of
"those ", is not to be enamored by him. It is not to eat
up his progressive policies
like they are divine chocolate cake. To be like
Barack Obama is to buck the trend and have
a mind of your own. It is to finall y step out
of middle school and to understand that an
opinion should onl y be formed when facts
from both sides have been properly presented and absorbed. It is to let our own values ring above the value of the majority
when forming OUR opinions because we
know the majority changes their minds as
much as we change our socks.
After all , in a country built on both conservative and liberal ideologies and the
backs of very different people , we're not all
raging liberals, we just all want to be. So
Barack Obama supporters (as well as you
John McCain folks), go out there and vote!
But as responsible , young people , when (if)
he becomes president , our voices must not
be silenced there , because Mr. Obama , as
great as he may be , as well , as he intends , is
still imperfect just like us.

It is not to eat up
his progressive
policies like they
are divine
chocolate cake.
To be like Barack
Obama is to
buck the trend
and have a mind
of your own.

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE

Wild and wacky in Wisconsin
Lock up your pompoms and piggy
banks, boys and girls
Perhaps some of you have seen The
Funny Paper , a semi-weekly newspaper full
to the brim with very c razy stuff—columns
by writers like Dave Barry. Barbara Fhrenreich and Garrison Keillor, and dozens of
cartoons , some hilarious , some dumb But
it ' s worthwhile because it 's politicall y incorrect and hugel y original Drop me an
email lew basset acolby edu) if you 'd like
subscription information
A feature ^f this satiric funny paper is a
page full of the crazy things that happen in

this great land of ours every couple of weeks
or so The extent of the craziness so exhibited makes me even more enthusiastic about
seeking out oddities that I find in newspapers
and magazines, strange and wondrous details
that 1 hope will make you laugh out loud
(* not * LOL , you text-messaging weirdos). I
get a lot of my stuff from The WatervilleSentinel , but I'll take peculiarities wherever I can
find 'em.
This is Wisconsin week on the Strange
Front, beginning with major crime from Sheboygan. A convicted burg lar got a healthy
boost to his prison sentence when he was convicted of stealing S20 from a toddler 's pi ggy
bank Thirty-one-year-old Ryan Mueller got
six years in prison for ripping off the money
from a two-year-old girl' s piggy bank while
she slept, the severity of the sentence increased because he was a repeat offender
It seems Ryan was tiptoeing from the
little girl' s room when her mother caug ht
him in the act. The news article doesn 't
say what part the mother played in
Mueller 's conviction, but whatever the
case, he will serve the p i ggy-bank sentence concurrently with ANOTHER six-

year sentence for another burg lary conviction. Just in case six years in a Badger
State slammer doesn 't get Ryan 's attention , the jud ge slapped him with an additional five years of probation
Stay away from piggy banks that aren 't
yours.

A convicted burglar
got a healthy boost
to his prison
sentence when he
was convicted of
stealing $20 from a
toddler 's piggy bank.
And now to Green Bay, where today 's
item may have something to do with the
pigskin madness circling the trade of Bart
Starr to the Jets At any rate , this laug her involves a mother , Ji , who stole her daughter 's identity in order to attend high school
and join the chcerleading squad. Wend y
Brown has been charged with impersonation , even thoug h she claimed that all she
wanted to do was get her hig h school
di ploma. She also gave her age as 15.
The chcerleading thing topped it all off:
she got a cheerleader 's locker and went to a
pool party at the coach's house. Ms Brown
apparentl y has a history of identity theft, althoug h nothing quite so brazen as the "Ignore those lines around my eyes and the
stretch marks on my stomach. I' m really, really, reall y fifteen. " Ms. Brown ' s daug hter
lives in Nevada with her grandmother
Given what we know of Nevada, childimpersonator Wendy Brown might have
pulled it off in Vegas.
Sadl y. I can 't close this week with a
chicken story from Skowhcgan But wait
'til next week and I'll tell you about the unsuccessful p lans of an inventive Italian
pnest to stage a beauty contest for nuns Bet
that 'd never get off the ground in Skowhe-

Hey , Everybody have you heard about Busy
B's? It' s the coolest spot in Waterville !
You have to see all the neat stuff they
sell, outrageously funny cards , 50's furnishings , crazy vintage jewelry , great gifts
and oandy and well, ya just gotta see it!
BRING IN YOUR COLBY I.D. AND GET 20% OFF
YOUR FIRST PURCHASE!!!

BUSY B ' S
233 Main St.
Waterville , Me.
872-8280

Vintage Antiques , Card s & Gifts
Open Tuesday thru Saturday 9-5

College insulates itself from straggling national economy

Caref ul planning
and diverse inves tments ensure longterm stab ility
By ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

Last Monday 's crises on Wall
Street were the latest in a series of
economic catastrophes that have left
the nation 's faith in the market in
shambles. The historic Lehman
Brothers investment bank filed for
bankruptcy after reporting record
losses in the mortgage market, creating a downward spiral of assetloss that influenced Merrill Lynch,
an investment-management group
and another pillar of Wall Street, to
agree to a buyout by Bank of
America. Add record food and oil
costs and rising unemployment to
the mix , and most Americans are
steeling themselves for the next
Great Depression. But to what
extent does the economic trouble at
hand extend to Mayflower Hill?
"The College's day-to-day operations will remain unaffected," Pugh
Family Professor of Economics David
Findlay said. He added that the
College has seen numerous major
market fluxes since its founding in
1813, including the Great Depression,
and careful financial planning has
always brought the school out on top.
"A school of this size, with its history
and its scale, has learned how to insulate itself from changes in the market,
however drastic," he said.
Vice President for Administration
and Treasurer Doug Terp agreed, and
cautioned the community that "it is
still too early to judge the full financial impacts" that the national economic crisis will have on the
College. Instead, he said, "we are
more concerned about the effect this
will have on Colby families."
Terp went on to explain that the

College's assets are dispersed among
a complicated web of investments,
including over 70 investment managers and 150 investment vehicles.
Each investment manager allocates
funds to different asset-classes, creating an extremely diverse portfolio
that is better insulated against drastic
changes in the market. "The idea is
that by spreading our investments out
into many different areas, they will
be more protected as a whole from
the occasional downfall or any one of
them. This in turn creates greater
financial stability and more consistent investment returns," he said. By
investing in many long-term assets
on both the national and international level , including stocks, bonds,
hedge funds and venture capitalists,
the College is able to secure and
maximize its short-term funds, even
under enormous economic pressures.
Where the College may be affected in the short-term is in endowment
and private-g iving. "As the economy tightens, it 's harder for people to
give as much [money to the
College] as they would like," Terp
said. But he pointed out that the
direct impact of market fluxes tends
to lag by a year, trickling down from
the foreclosure of major Wall Street
firms to the common investor.
Consequently, he reiterated that it is
still too early for serious concern on
the endowment 's behalf.
Further, the College 's budget has
certain safeguards in place to provide
for radical changes in the economy.
One percent of the overall $127 million annual budget , called the "contingency," is allocated specifically
for unforeseen expenses like rising
oil costs, travel and equipment, or the
over-enrollment of students. The
College's endowment is spent carefully at a rate of 4.5 percent of its
trailing five-year average so that its
value continues to grow even as
some of it is used. By using the average of the total endowment sum, the

College is able to generate growth
even during a sub-par economic year.
Planning of the budget is a careful
process as the College seeks to maximize the money it spends and ensure
continuity with its investments. "We
are cautious [with the bud get] up
front , and use financial planning
models to predict any changes in the
market ," Terp said. He added, "If any
changes to the budget or our financial

We are planning our budget, watching
our investments , and
looking out for
the people of
[this college]
as we have
always done.
Doug Terp

Vice President (or Administration
and Treasurer

plan are to be made, we make them
sooner rather than later."
In the end, despite the year or
economic situation, faculty and
administrators agree that it all
comes down to the people. "Twothirds of our budget is for people ,"
Terp said, a number that includes all
student fees, faculty and staff
salaries and benefits. He assured the
community that those numbers will
not change, regardless of the market: "We may have to take money
from elsewhere, or trim other parts
of the budget, but the salaries and
benefits given to faculty, staff and
students will remain the same."
This commitment to peop le

extends to financial aid as well , one
of the main sectors at the College
that has been called into question
since the economy began its
decline. "Is the economy going to
affect [the College]? It 's got to,"
said Cindy Wells , director of
Student Financial Services. "It will
definitely be a tough year," she continued , "but we have a commitment
to financial aid , and in the end [the
College] is a pretty stable place."
There will be no changes made to
the financial aid budget for this year,
an assertion that Terp confirmed.
Since last spring. Wells has seen an
increase in applicants for aid, as well
as pre-existing financial aid packages
that need to be increased due to a
change in family assets or income.
"The market may not affect [The
College] as an institution as much ,
but it certainly affects [the College 's]
families," she said. Findlay agreed,
stating that the stock market has a
more direct effect on individual
investors. "The market and slowing
economy create uncertainty, and [the
College's] families certainl y aren 't
exempt from that."
As financial aid packages are
determined by a family 's income and
net assets, both of which may have
changed over the past year due to
market failures and an unstable job
market . Wells and Financial Services
are working together to help the
College's families adjust accordingly.
"Real things happen ," she said.
"Families have real-world emergencies whether the economy does or
not." She stressed that it is important
for families to gather the proper documents, such as tax returns and pay
checks , in order to provide the
College with an accurate portrayal of
how their financial situation has
changed. "Once we have all of the
necessary documents, all we are
interested in is helping families out,"
Wells said.
The College 's commitment to

CNN COM

Last week s Wall Street crises caused nationwide panic and uncertainty.

financial aid, in times of a sluggish
economy and otherwise, is marked
by the move last year from student
loans to grants given to students from
the College. Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Jim Terhune hopes that this initiative
will ease the impact the economy has
on students' financial planning. He
also pointed to the many green initiatives that the College has undertaken
as a major way to save money in the
long-term. After all , he said, "When
things cost more, they cost more for
us. This is a sprawling campus with
pretty advanced facilities, and that
costs money to operate." Resourcesaving projects like motion sensors
for lighting and smart food and water
management in the dining halls will
hopefully save the campus money in
the long run, leaving more funds to
insulate financial aid packages and
salaries from an unstable economy.
"The market has fluxes like this,"
Findlay said. "This one isn 't the first .

and certainly isn 't the last. The question is how well [the College] can
continue to adjust to these changes,
and make sure they make the least
impact on [the College 's] investments as possible." Wells added that
it is not just the College that should
be planning its finances carefully, but
individual students and families as
well. In light of a troubled economy,
she stressed the need for greater
financial responsibility, including
saving and investing as early as possible. "It 's just too early to tell ," Terp
said, and thus too early to panic. "We
are planning our budget, watching
our investments, and looking out for
the people of [this college] as we
have always done. For now, that
should be all the insurance we need."
This article is Part I in a three-part
series looking at the current state of
the national economy and how money
is dispersed at the College. Next
week we will provide a breakdown of
the College s expenditures.

WHO'S WHO: NOLAN COLLINS '09

FACULTY PROFILE: PHILIP NYHUS

Professor tracksat*isk tigers Senior hones surfing craft
Surf Club
co-captain makes
his own board

By BENJAMIN COOK
NEWS STAFF

Unless you 've taken environmental studies, you may never have
been introduced to Philip Nyhus,
an assistant professor in the department. Nyhus started his career at
the College as a postdoctoral fellow in 1999 , sponsored by the
National
Science Foundation
Award for the Integration of
Research and Education. Although
he left the College for a brief period to teach at Franklin and
Marshall College, he returned in
2004. Much of his research focuses on environmental policy, and in
particular on human-wildlife conflict. Last summer, Nyhus ventured
through the jungles of Asia in
search of the South China ti ger, a
mammal that is at significant risk
of extinction.
The South China tiger is one of
five genetically distinct subspecies
of tigers . These tigers tend to live
in jungles, spanning large territories, and their diet consists of a
variety of meats that includes deer
and pig. Although they were once
prevalent in southern and eastern
China , they have gradually vanished
over
the
past
few
decades. Nyhus attributes their disappearance to two factors : their
habitats are being destroyed and
they are still being poached. As
forests processed for lumber, ti gers
loose viable places to live. Even
though a ban has been placed on
the tiger trade , people stilt hunt
them illegally, often claiming their
use is for "medicinal" purposes.
Nyhus 's goal this past summer
was to locate the South China tiger.
He also sought potential habitats
where he could reintroduce domestic tigers into the wild. His research
was in collaboration with the State
Forestry Administration of China.
It involved the use of a mobile geographic information system (GIS),
a device about the size of a palm
pilot that captures and records geographic data.
Although he collected a large

By COURTNEY YEAGER
NEWS STAFF

COUBTESV OF PHILIP NYHUS

Nyhusspent the summer studying the dwindling numbers of SouthChina tigers.

amount of information, Ny hus was
unable to spot a South China tiger.
This doesn 't mean that they 're
completely absent from the wild ,
but it serves as a testament to how
endangered they have become.
Half a century ago , there were at
least 4,000 South China tigers living in the wild. Today, there are
only 70 documented tigers , all living in Chinese zoos. It 's no wonder
that they are posted on the World
Wildlife Federation 's top ten most
endangered species list.
Back in the U.S., Professor
Nyhus has worked with a number
of students at the College, serving
as a mentor for several honors theses in environmental studies. He
commented that "it is tremendously
rewarding to watch students grow
intellectuall y during their time at
Colby and to help them gain skills
they can use to understand and to
tackle some of the world's most
pressing problems." In a spring
semester course , Nyhus teaches
Geographic Information Systems
that introduces the GIS technology
that he uses in his fieldwork. It
enables students to develop maps

and computer models and to create
layouts and landscapes.
When he wasn 't in China , Nyhus
and Computer Science Professor
Bruce Maxwell advised three students on summer research projects. Courtney Larson '08 and
Charles Carroll '08 worked on
maps that hi ghlighted suitable
habitats for certain large mammals.
Again incorporating GIS systems,
Caitlin Dufraine '09 analyzed the
past , present and future of Maine
carnivores, focusing on wolves .
Dufraine noted that "the data [we]
compiled and maps [we] produced
will undoubtedly contribute to the
project 's ongoing conservation
efforts."
Professor Nyhus 's passion for
stud y ing the South China tiger is
not only inspired by an interest in
animals: he has a personal connection to the region , having spent ten
years of his youth in Indonesia ,
where he speaks the language fluently. Look for Nyhus 's latest publication . Tigers of the World: The
Biology, Politics and Conservation
of Panthera tigris, scheduled to
print in 2009.

While many Colby students were
squandering away their summer
working odd jobs or lounging in the
sun , Nolan Collins '09 decided to
make College headlines: he carved
his own wooden surfboard. This
Eliot , Maine native spent the majority of July and August working for a
little
business called
Grain
Surfboards. "I also worked there
last JanPlan , but this summer I
made a deal that I would hel p them
out if they let me make a surfboard ," Collins said. Located within biking distance from his house,
Nolan began his creation at the surf
shop in July, and hopes to finish his
board this weekend.
The difficulty involved in making a wooden surfboard is little
known. "It 's different because most
surfboards are foam; the grain surfboards arc made out of wood, so
you actually have to build it from
nothing. " What 's unique about
Grain Surfboards is that the entire
stock of wood for their surfboards
comes from Northern white cedar
trees, grown right here in Maine.
"The business is onl y a few years
old ," Collins said. "But it seems to
really be catching on. "
Fortunatel y, Collins ' interest in
surfing has had a constructive impact
on Colby students : he 's the coCaptain of Colby 's Surf Club with
friend Nicholas Nassikas '09. "I've
been trying to make the club a little
more accessible—our first weekend
we had like 30 people. It was awesome," he said. The club tries to take
students to nearby scenic beaches,
such as those sited in Bath , Maine, as
often as possible while the weather is
still suitable. "It 's something you can
go do, even if you don 't know how to
surf," he said.
Nolan also dabbles a bit with the
Colby Outing Club , but this year he

plans to focus most of his energy on
the Surf Club. His athletic ability

It 's something
you can go do,
even if you
don 't know
how to surf.
Nolan Collins '09

Co-Captain of the Surf Club

can be further demonstrated by his
recent interest in yoga. Although he
enjoys the classes and has been
meaning to go for a while, Collins

joked that he 's still trying to get
more of his guy friends to do it too.
Collins , a physics major, is excited
about his extracurricular activities,
but is thinking seriously about his
post-graduation plans. He hopes to
get into engineering of some sort, or
something with alternative energy.
He said that being a senior is "bittersweet - I feel like it's been awhile
since I' ve been here, but I'll probably
be ready to go." Collins, who stayed
and went to college in Maine because
"Colby was the right place," said his
COOT trip holds his fondest memories at Colby. Still , he has plenty of
pleasant recollections simply involving surfing and skiing with his buddies. Whether Nolan is on the water
or in the classroom, his relaxed
nature is enough to inspire anyone to
do something out of the ordinary.

0OWTCSV C* NOUN COLLINS

Collins admires the surfboard he made this summer with Grain Surfboards.

JanPlan course offerings to span both hemispheres
By ANNA KELEMEN
SPECIAL PROJECTS EDITOR

As app lication deadlines
approach and courses till up. the
Echo compile * a descriptivt course
samp ling f o r JanPlan programs
abroad While this list is meant to
inform students oj options which
may require advanced p lanning, it
is certainly not all-im lusive
Interested students should contact
their academic advisors and
appropriate professors as soon as
possible
335} American Independents:
Their Art and Production
This JanPlan option will give students a look behind the flashing
lights of the movie screen Featuring
an examination of independent films ,
the class will combine on-campus
studies, with a trip to Park City, for
the Sundance Film Festival While in
Utah, students will anend film showings in addition to class meetings
Following their return to campus, the
course will culminate with students '
reports on their observations and
experiences Permission of the
instructor is required , and neither
food nor film tickets are included in
the cost of the program

267j Contact Zone
Althoug h it is too late to apply tor
this coming January, keep this
JanPlan option in mind for next year.
Students enrolled in Contact Zone
will travel to the Gandhi Ashram in
Kalimpong, India There thev will
work with students while learning
about the imp lications of the
school's educational approach In
particular, students will examine the
way in which Western literary and
musical works are reframed in the
Indian tradition will explore issues
with regards to appropriation and
ownership The framework from the
course comes from Mary Louise
Pratt 's "contact zone" which,
according to the registrar, is **a site
of interchange and tension among
language , history, tradition, and
authority that characterizes colonial
and postcolonial cultures "

114j Russia's Transition
Economy
115j Russian Ethnography
113j The Uterature and
Art of St. Petersburg
125j Elementary Russian I
Willing to brave the cold? This
January, the College will offer four
courses in St Petersburg. Russia
While three v\ ill be taug ht in
Eng lish. 125j. Elementary Russian I
will introduce students to the
Russian language. This course is
aimed to introduce students to
Russian language and culture. H4j.
Russia 's Transition Economy, on the
other hand, will focus on current
issues in Russian economics. This
course wili combine lectures with
hands on cultural exposure. Students
will receive dailv class lectures as
well as site visits relevant to the
Soviet centralized economy and its
evolution since the 1950s. Finally,
Il5j, Russian Ethnograp h y, will

combine lectures , discussions and
fteldtrips to the Museum of
Anthropology and Ethnography and
to the Russian Ethnographical
Museum. The course will examine a
variety of minority ethnic groups
within the Russian Federation.
Althoug h no knowledge of Russian
is required, the experience will
include a homestay with a Russian
family. Also featuring residence with
a Russian family, "The Literature
and Art of St. Petersburg " will offer
students the opportunity to study
major St Petersburg writers such as
Dostoev sky and Pushkin. Students
will also attend theater and concert
performances during their travels.
All courses require earl y registration
as well as meetings on campus during November and December
127Jj Intermediate Spanish I
This course offers grammar
review with a twist. Participating stu-

5U2ANNE MEHKEISON/ THE COIBT ECHO

Studentsparticipate in a traditional Indian dance with 267/ Contact Zone.
dents will study Intermediate
Spanish at the Andean Center for
Latin American Studies in Quito ,
Ecuador. The course will combine
grammar and the facilitation of student 's spoken Spanish , with cultural

exposure and increased awareness. In
order to participate , students must
have completed Spanish 126 with a
grade of B+ or hi gher. Students must
also obtain the permission of the
instructor.

I76J Greece: Ancient Sites
and Their Visitors
Throug hout the ages, ancient
Greece has delig hted its visitors. This
January. "Greece Ancient Sites and
Their Visitors" will offer students the
chance to visit sites of ancient Greece
and to explore questions concerning
the expenence and representation of
Greek culture Students will travel
throughout Greece, visiting Athens.
Delphi. Ol ympia . Epidauros. and
Mycenae The course is taught as
part f the Integrated Studies Program,
and requires fall enrollment in
Anthropology 175 as well as
Philosophy 175 or the consent of
instructors
259j

Plants of the
Tropics

Looking to escape the cold'.'
Students enrolled in Plants of the
Tropics will spend the month as far
from Maine 's frigid cold as possible
conducting a field-based study of
several Costa Rican ecosystems
Ecosystems studied will include rainforests, dry forests, as well as agricultural environments Furthermore ,
the course will examine the impact of
human activity on plant communities. To enroll, students must have
completed Biology 164 as well as
obtained the permission of the
instructor
215) Made in China:
Economic Organization from
Mao to Now
At a time when issues of the economy and foreign policv are front and
center in the minds of Americans.
"Made
in
China
Economic
Organization from Mao to Now"
provides students w ith the opportunity to leam about C hina 's swift
growth and the relevant economic ,
political and social issues. The
course w ill examine the nsc of social
problems as well as the disproportionate availability of jobs broug ht to
China by LIS firms The course will
be offered on site in China Students
must hav e t<- '<en Economics 133 and
obtain the permission of the instructor to enroll Priority will be given to
those who have taken Economics
292. or East Asian Studies 254. 257.
or 353. or Government 338or 355
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153j Modern and
Contemporary I t a l i a n Fiction
in Translation in Verona
Don 't speak Italian '' Not to
worry it is sti]] possible to enroll
in "Modem and Contemporary
Italian Fiction in Translation in
Verona " This course will focus on a
careful study of five authors , but
unlike most other Eng lish courses
offered nt the College, this class will
be taught on site in Verona. Students
will also have the opportunity to
travel to F-errara, and one can onl y
assume the expenence will include
some delicious food
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CAMPUS CAMPAIGNERS IN ACTION

voting in maine

how to register

In order to register to vote in Maine , an individual must be a citizen of
the United States of America, and at least 18 years of age by Election Day
(November 4, 2008). Regardless of homestatc, students are considered
residents of Maine , and therefore are elig ible to vote locall y. Students at
the College may register to vote in any of the following places: the
Waterville City Hall , the nearest Maine Motor Vehicle branch office , in
most state and federal social service agencies , or at voter registration drives. Various student groups are offering on-campus registration.
Maine offers same-day registration , making it possible to register to
vote right up until Election Day. However, for individuals who wish to
register by mail , the deadline is October 21 , 2008.
Early voting is available for all registered voters. It is not necessary to
provide a reason to cast an earl y ballot. Requests for absentee ballots
must be made by October 29, 2008.
The munici pal clerk must receive the ballot by 8:00 p.m. on Election Day.

COURTESY Of JABAO DOYON

Members of the Colby Republicans at the annual Campus Life Expo.

Campus rocks the
vote on and off the Hill

Campus groups
engage on both
sides of the aisle
B y ELLEN LONDON
FEATURES EDITOR

In 2004, onl y half of eligible
young millenials exercised their
rig ht to vote. This year, however,
is Election Day draws nearer ,
record numbers of students have
begun to participate in the political
process. Not only are high numbers
of Student! reg istering to vote , they
ire also actively engaged in grasstoots campaigning across the
nation. Whether driven by concern
for the environment , the economy,
the war in Iraq, student debt or any
number of important questions facng the nation , students on both
sides of the aisle arc motivated to
get involved.
As Election Day draws nearer,
Mudents all over May flower Hill
nid m the greater Waterville area
ire busy, working on the campaign
trail and registering their peers to
vote. Bi partisan beliefs and motives
aside, these motivated students
p lace the highest value on simply
Jutting the word out about the elcction and making sure that as many
peop le from the community participate as possible.
"There 's so much interest [in the
election] here on campus, and it 's
exciting," Amanda Burgess '10,
President of the Colby Democrats,
said. She and her fellow Democrats
h.ivc registered 300 voters to date,
making a sizeable dent in their initial
goal of 500. They can be found at the
information desk in Pulver Pavilion
on Mondays , Wednesdays and
I ndaysfrom 11 a.m.to2p.m., andaid
-ludents with registration procelures , absentee ballots , and identifying key issues from both candidates.
Burgess also volunteers for the
(olby Chapter of the Obama
C .impus Coalition for Change, which
is the official student wing of the
Obama Campaign for Change in
Maine. These Campus Coalitions for
1 liange have been established at
schools across the state, and arc a
">int venture of the Maine
I 'cmocratic Party, Obama Campaign
for Change, and the Maine College
Democrats. They were created with
he intent to unite all students and

student groups working for a
Democratic victory in November. On
campus, the Colby Democrats and
the Obama Coalition for Change are
working in tandem to get out the vote
throug h rallies , registration drives
and local volunteering.
In the final weeks of the election ,
both groups will extend their efforts
into Waterville, going door-to-door
to rall y voters and participate in
phone-a-thons. There, they will join
many more students who arc actively volunteering with campaign organizations at the state level, including
the Obama Coalition for Change and
McCain 's Victory Campaign.
On the other side of the ballot ,
the Colby Republicans are hard at
work on campus and off the Hill
garnering support for McCain 's
Victory Campaign Jarad Doyon
Ml , President of the Colby
Republicans , cited the announcement of Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin 's
candidacy for Vice President as a
major turning point in the campaign: "She really reenergized [the
campaign]...got Republicans back
into it and
solidified our
Conservative base. She got the dialogue going again ," he said.
Every weekend, members of the
Colby Republicans go door-to-door
in Waterville to inform residents
about key issues and rally support
for McCain. They also participate
in phone banks , and will continue
to do so until the election. The
group is working with Maine
Senator Susan Collins , who may
speak on campus and then attend
one of the Colby Republicans '
meetings in a few weeks. "We 're
hoping this will generate excitement on campus , regardless of
party identification ," Doyon said.
"After all , it 's pretty cool to meet a
U.S . Senator, especially during
election season." The Colby
Republicans will operate a table in
Pulver Pavilion during October for
Election Awareness Month , and
have plans for a final registration
drive right before Election Day.
Regardless of party lines , the
most important message from
politica l groups on and of f campus
is to get involved and to learn as
much about all candidates and
issues as possible. "This is a historic election ," Doyon said.
Burgess agreed , saying, "Now
more than ever, it 's time to make
your vote count. "

Note: information for this article was obtained via the voter registration instructions page on the State of Maine .V website as well as from
instructions found on Barack Obama s campaign website on how to register to vote in Maine.
—James Beltran. News Staff

When they arrive on campus , students at the College are offered a choice
of where to register to vote Out of state students are able to choose between
voting at home or in Maine.
While some students prefer the ease of voting in person, others continue
to vote at home throug h absentee ballots "A problem I have with voting in
Maine is that I don 't see myself as representative of the average Maine population ." Daniel Reeves ' 10 said. Althoug h Reeves is considering voting in
Maine , he worries that it is unethical to vote at a temporary residence.
As the 2008 election approaches, however, many students are most
concerned with voting where it will count most "When I originall y chose
to register in Maine. I did it because I knew that I would be here for four
years , and 1 thought it would be easier to vote in person ," said New York
native Megan Browning M0. "Now. I think my vote will count more here
because of the way that Maine divides its votes." While two of Maine 's
electoral votes go to the popular winner , the other two arc divided between
the winners of the 1st and 2nd congressional districts. While Maine has
voted Democratic in recent presidential elections, the second congressional district tends to be more conservative.
— Anna Kelemen, Special Projects Editor

voting in maine

picking a state

Students assert their right to register

Voter rights are
hindered in
some states
By ELIZABETH O'NEILL
NEWS STAFF

When Annie Warner
Ml , a
Massachusetts native, decided she
wanted to re-register to vote in
Maine, she did not anticipate any
problems. Between the registration
troupes romping around campus and
the encouraging e-mails she kept
receiving about how easy the whole
process is, Warner thought she was
one trip to town away from becoming a Maine voter. But when she
called Waterville City Hall to inquire
about what form of ID she needed to
register, she was met with unexpected resistance. "The woman I spoke
with told me that she believed my
registering to vote in Maine could
somehow negatively affect any
school loans that I had arranged
through Maine-based organizations.
This made registering to vote here
seem way more complicated than it
was worth, so I just decided to stick
with being a Massachusetts registered voter," she said.
Yet according to the Maine
Education Services fMES) website .

After probing
from students
and parents ,
the state board
of elections was
forced to
"modif y and
clarify " the
stat e guidelines
upon which the
incorrect
releases were
based.
the Maine loan is available to all outof-state residents attending approved
schools in Maine and all Maine residents attending approved schools in
the U.S. or Canada. Thus a change of

CAROLINE DICKSON/THE COLBY ECHO

Students in the Street register wters. Nationally some young voters have encountered difficulty when re-registering.
residency from Massachusetts to
Maine would have virtually no affect
on any loans Warner might receive.
Susan Ellis , a representative from
Massachusetts Federal Aid Services
(MEFA), maintains that if Warner
had been receiving loans from her
home state, re-registering to vote in
Maine would still have no negative
impact. "As long as you still have a
valid address in Massachusetts, there
should be no problem. "
Wamer is not the first student to
experience confusion regarding registration. In late August , a voter-registration drive by supporters of
Senator Barack Obama was signing
up thousands of Virginia Tech students. In response, the local registrar
of elections issued two releases suggesting, according to the New York
Times, a range of dire possibilities for
students who registered to vote at
their college. The releases warned
that these students may lose scholarships, coverage under their parents '
car and health insurance and could
no longer be claimed as dependents
on their parents ' tax returns, a report
the International Revenue Service
deemed incorrect. In light of the
releases, several students canceled
their local registration over anxiety
about the possible consequences
After probing from students and parents, the state board of elections was
forced to "modify and clarif y" the
state guidelines upon which the
incorrect releases were based

Hazy registration rules affect college students in states across the
country. South Carolina 's voter-registration website claims that students
seeking to register in the state must

State websites
mislead and
"discourage
students from
registering at
their school
address."
Jon Greenbaum

Directorof the Voting Rights
Project at the Lawyers* Committee
for Civil Rights Under Law

demonstrate "a present intention to
remain
in
the
community '
Tennessee lists more specific and
severe guidelines. According to the
Department of State website, "a person can only have one residence "
and that residence is defined by ' the
place where the person ' s habitation
is fixed and where the person defiintends
to
return ."
nitel y
Additionall y, the guidelines specificall y state that no person "gains or
loses residency solely by a presence

VOTERS IN THE STREET
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"Maine, because Maine needs my vote much
more than Connecticut."
— David Brotman '10
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*' n New Jersey because 1 live in a very Republican town
and I would like to show that Democrats exist there."

—Katie Riccianli 12

in or absence from the state... while
a student at an institution of higher
learning, or while kept in an institution at public expense."
Civil rights lawyers insist that
intimidating state guidelines such as
Tennessee's could infringe on student rights.
According to Jon
Greenbaum , director of the Voting
Rig hts Project at the Lawyers '
Committee for Civil Ri ghts Under
Law, state websites mislead and "discourage students from registering at
their school address."
Debates about voter registration
have recurred since the 1970s , when
the 26th Amendment reduced the
voting age from 21 to 18. The first to
encounter resistance were students
attending Prairie View in Waller
County. Texas. In the 1970s, they
challenged a registration questionnaire asking whether the voter owned
property in the county, had an automobile registered there or belonged
to any organization unrelated to the
college. The dispute resulted in the
United States Supreme Court ruling
that upheld students ' right to vote at
their college address, no matter what
state they call "home "
For information on how to register to vote in Maine or in your home
state, see guidelines above
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"Georgia, cause it's 'real' down south."
- Andrew Hardigan 10

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

Get Up Downtown
Jorgenson 's Cafe

Russian Table

Study Abroad Information Session

Dana- Bullock Dining Room

Page Commons

6 p.m.

12 p.m.
Join professors and classmates to practice your
Russian speaking skills

5 p.m.
Information for all sophomores considering study
abroad during their junior year

Come downtown to Jorgenson's for a relaxing
evening of music , coffee and treats .
The Jitney will be running back and forth from the
Pugh Center.

Ranjas Corner Language
Dana- Camp Din ing Room
5:30 p.m.
A tray-dinner full of languages and fun

Highlights
This week at Colby

Take a break from your hectic week and get up
downtown

MEN AT WORK

Medlval Art from the Walters Art
Museum Exhibit
Colby College Art Museum
September 7, 2008- January 4, 2009
Come participate in one of the lectures, concerts, film showings and symposia planned
around this exhibit or just come check it out on
your own.

Music at Colby Concert Series
Helnavanker: Renlassance and

Estonian Folk
Larimer Chapel

7:30 p.m.
Sunday, September 28
Helnavanker is an early music vocal ensemble
from Estonia whose members have been performing together since 1996. They are an a
cappella group of ten who perform Renaissance
period music and folk rhythms from Estonia.

Colby Alumni Weekend Is Here
Diamond and other Academic Buildings
Friday, September 26Saturday, September 27
Go online to register for panels, mock-interviews, speed networking, and other fun receptions and events with Colby Alumni.

BRIAN CHMENTO/TKE CfXBV ECHO

Charles Moore '09 and Charles Goodman '09 take the bow as the winning team pushes to the finish at last weekend s' Johnson Pond Regatta.

SATURDAY
FRIDAY

Football vs. Middlebury
Seaverns Field at Harold Alfond Stadium
1 p.m.

Realms of Faith: Medieval Art
Art Museum

International Coffee Hour

10 a.m.

Mary Low Coffeehouse

The 27th Annual Meeting of the
Maine Medieva l Association

4:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer vs. Middlebury
Loeb's Field
1:30 p.m.

Head over to the coffeehouse for culture , conversation , and coffee to end your academic week
Field Hockey vs. Middlebury
Bill Alfond Field Field
11 a.m.

SPB Presents: Maz Jobranl

SPB Concert
Location TBD

Page Commons

8 p.m.

8 p.m.
SPB brings comedian Maz Jobrani to Colby for
some Friday night laughs. Check him out on
YouTube to get ready for the performance

Women 's Soccer vs. Middlebury
Loeb's Field
1
1 a.m.

SPB has booked the band These United States for
campus entertainment this Saturday night. Check
out their website via www.colby.edu/spb
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SUNDAY

Stahl Dedication
Roberts- Smith
10:30 a.m.
Luncheon Meeting

Women 's Soccer vs. Williams
Loeb's Field
12 p.m.

Lovejoy Event Panel
Diamond 142
4 p.m.
Panelists include Afsan Choudhury, Anne Hull ,
Naomi Schalit , and David Shribman

This week online
www.colbyecho.com
THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

Colby Outing Club
Mary Low Ground Floor
7 p.m.
Check out the outing club's weekly meeting so you
don't miss trips to Katahdin and other fun trips

Lovejoy Event

Diamond 142
8 p.m.
The Elijah Parish Lovejoy Convocation following the
panel earlier in the day and honoring the latest
journalist of recoginition

Are you registered to
vote in Maine?
LAST ISSUE'S RESULTS

Do you think the College is an
environmental leader?

MONDAY
Math Collquium
Mudd 405
4 p.m.

Rosh Hashanah
Roberts- Smith
6:45 p.m.

Lecture with Noah Rieserman: In this talk , I will tie
up a math professor in such a way that he will not
be able to escape

A dinner in honor of the traditional Jewish holiday

TUESDAY

First Year Supper Seminar
Page Commons
7 p.m.

German Language Table
Dana- Camp Dining Room
12 p.m.

Jay Friedman presents "The J-Spot, A Sex Educator
Tells All." He will discuss sexual issues in society
today in a positive way

Come practice your German over lunch with professors and fellow students
"Head for the Hills"
Psychology Meeting
Roberts 312
7 p.m.
Internship Information Session

Keyes 105
7:30 p.m.
The Colby Outing Club presents this movie by
Meathead Films.

Yes (97%)
No (3%)

Want to advertise in
the Echo?
echoads@colby.edu

Want to submit a photo,
artwork or cartoon f or
Forum?
W63 ,
svbruce@colby.edu

JOKAS '
SPECIALS

AT THE FAIR

Fisherman 's Ale
(Barrel)
Leinenkugel
Honey Weiss
Almaden Mango
Flavored Blush
Sangria 5 Liter Box

^"
$TO.
d£L
Was $30.70 now $16.99

a case + tax & deposit

Was

g^9

now

Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm . Thurs until 10 pra, Fri
& Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers in
Central Maine

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St.. Waterville . ME
TOM BOU-IER/THE COLBY ECHO

'heep were among the many animals showed at this year s Common Ground Country Fair. Tliere were also cows, chickens, goats and llamas.

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

www.weather.com

Woodwinds is strong opening for concert series

CAROUHE DICKS0N/1HE COLBY ECHO

Tlte music throughout the Rteftf demonstrated the range of the instruments and the professionalism of the performers

Band entertains
small crowd in
Lorimer Chapel
By SAMMY GRADWOHL
STAFF WRITER

On Saturdav night , eoncertgocrs
gathered in Lorimer Chapel to heai
the Cotb > Faculty Woodwinds * present "Of Winds Artistry, Power,
Beamy " They were not disappointed The performers got the Music al
Colby Concert Series off to a greal
start, displaying the appropriateness
of their program 's title through
amazing skill and talent

The concert began with Robert
Muczynski's Duos for Flute and
Clarinet. Performed by Nicole
Rabata (flute) and Director of Band
Activities Eric Thomas (clarinet), this
piece displayed a necessity for
extreme skill and dexterity Each
movement was drastically different —
the first, third, and fifth movements
were full of soaring lines and beautiful harmonies, while the second,
fourth, and sixth parts skipped about
play full y or flew through rapid-fire
exchanges.
Before
beginning,
Thomas noted that the piece contained "difference tones." or passages
tn which, if the audience listened hard
enough, they might hear extra notes .

as if there were more than two performers Indeed, this happened several times , and in some cases, it
sounded like not only a third or fourth
note, but a different instrument entirely, had joined the duo.
Michael Albert (oboe) and Visiting
Assistant Professor of Music Yukiko
Sckino (piano) joined Rabata and
Thomas for the second piece, Philip
Fournicr 's Fantasy on a Candlemas
Chant. It began slowly and mysteriously, featuring a clarinet melody
backed by simp le piano chords.
Occasionally, the piano line became
more pronounced , the wind parts
more complex. The sounds were
slightly exotic, especially from the

oboe, and long, held-out chords from
the piano exemplified this feature.
After dying away, the flute took over
with a smooth , almost nostalgic line,
the piano still flowing underneath.
Oboe and clarinet spun their own versions of the nine in turn, each wind
instrument skating through its ranges
with grace and a sweet sadness. After
a pause, the mood changed instantly—Sekino pounded out chords on
the piano, and the wind players rushed
through intense running passages with
frantic speed. If a fantasy can contain
a nightmare sequence, this section
was it—the dramatic tension was
almost palpable. Just as suddenly,
though, the musicians returned to a
slower, calmer theme, ending as softly as they 'd begun.
The quartet all remained onstage
for their final number before intermission, Darius Milhaud's four-part
Sonate. Part one opened with a
smooth oboe line echoed by the flute
and piano, followed by the clarinet's
feature and a new, contrasting piano
line. Some interesting dissonances
gave way to an increase in intensity,
and t hj middle section was full of
mounting tension, under which the
orig inal theme occasionally reappeared. It ended with the theme taking on several minor changes, the last
words coming from the flute. Part
two was much faster, but still tense.
The piano rapidl y rolled notes up and
down and pounded out chords, and
the music was full of extreme
dynamic and expressive contrasts.
Near the middle, the lines slowed
down but remained indecisive, finally becoming slower, smoother, and
more definitive at the very end. Part
three was loud and fast—fingers flew

across keys and passages rapidly
exposed the entire ranges of the
instruments, ending abruptly with a
final ascending line. The fourth and
final section was slower, softer, and
much darker. The music shifted from
relatively calm to nearl y explosive
and back again, with a contrasting,
more relaxed middle section in
which the instrumentalists passed
various ideas around their circle. The
piece ended with chords at the
extreme ends of the piano 's range.
A cracked instrument might 've
discouraged any mediocre player, but
Michael Albert is a professional—he
simply repaired the damage temporarily with some nail polish and
performed Benjamin Britten 's Six

It was a program
full of rich, complex melodies,
intense passion
and expression
and delightful
performances
from four truly
virtuosic
musicians.
Metamorp hoses After Ovid, Opus 49
as though nothing had happened. The
six movements were each as different
as the characters they represented—
Albert 's oboe soared through high ,
flowing melodies, called out for
attention , somberly meditated .

danced in celebration , quietly
mourned, and sweetly skipped
along.. .all in just over ten minutes.
Next up was Kcechfin 's Epitaphe
de Jean Harlow, an incredibly beautiful piece featuring Rabata on flute ,
Thomas on saxophone, and Sekino on
piano. The exquisite melody was at
once peaceful and reflective , and the
balance among the three performers
was exactly right. The underly ing tone
was solemn , as one would expect an
epitaph to be, but there was also a
shade of hope and beauty as well.
The evening ended with SaintSaen 's Caprice on Danish and
Russian Airs. Bright and celebratory,
the wind lines rose ever higher, and
the piano's rapid runs seemed to imitate a harp's glissandos. The middle
section featured a more moderate
tempo with an elegant theme from
the flute, echoed by the oboe. Here,
the piano 's voice took on that of a
music box , phnking out soft harmonies underneath. Suddenly, it was
back to the more playful, dancelike
atmosphere;—the music was fun and
expressive, the piano bouncing all
over the place while the winds kept a
more sustained line. Another short
section was slower and more tranquil , with oboe/ piano and clarinet/piano ducts. The piano then
jumped right back into the flying passages from before , with chords
thrown from the piano to the winds
and back , finally landing on the last
triumphant note.
Thus ended another night of exceptional music on the Hill. It was a program full of rich , complex melodies,
intense passion and expression, and
delightful performances from four
truly virtuosic musicians.

Bringing in variety everytime A mix of serious comedy
IRAQI REFUGEE AWARENESS MOVEMENT

By AMANDA MELLO
A&E EDITOR

Rumor his it that SPB receives
S400.000 a v ear. a figure so astronomical that it has most of SPB
laug hing whenever they hear it The
funding for SPB changes every year,
but is generall y betw een 200 and 250
thousand a year, which sounds like a
lot . but it actuall y is tough to bud get
for every Friday and Saturday night
of the year with this fi gure However ,
the group consists of hard working
students who do just that
The main goal of SPB is to entertain people on the weekends. "Our job
as an organization is to give people
entertainment options on the weekends, so that there are things to do
other than attending dorm parties and
drinking." SPB President Sarah Dallas
"10 explained On a campus where
binge drinking has become an increasing problem. SPB can be a group that
tries to change the social climate by
providing a \anety of activities
To work efficiently. SPB is divided into five different committees
headed by different people These
groups
include
Coffeehouse .
Concert and Live Music. Publicity.
"Special" and finallv . Sports and
Leisure Concert and Live Music
w orks to bring big bands to campus,
such as Cake coming up on Oct 3
Coffeehouse also brings many concerts, but on d smaller level , to perform in the Mary Low Coffeehouse
Spocial represents the merger of
Social and Special, two committees
that existed last year. They put on
dances and activity nig hts , and bring
unique performers to campus each
year One unique performance is the
popular Regurgitator " This performer, as his name implies, swallows objects whole and then brings
them back up Recreational activities
are planned h > Sports and Leisure
All the groups work with Publicity,
which promotes events using a variety of methods Depending on the
event. SPB sometimes has to work
months ahead of time to get big
names to campus Some bands will
come with a booking two weeks in
advance, and others need seven
months "When we p lan so far in
advance, we have to guess whether a
performer or group will be popular
by the time the concert occurs ."
Dallas said
When bringing in bands, the group
also has considerations such as hotels
if the band plans to stay overnight ,
and meals for them to eat. Concerts

are made affordable for students, but
given all the expenses, this is often a
hard job. How ever, "when bands come
and everything comes together it 's a
great feeling." Ben Green '09, Chair of
Concert and Live Music expressed. He
exp lained that the goal of his committee is to put on the best concerts in the
most cost effective way.
Each committee is headed by a chair
and each chair is part of the Executive
Board that meets to discuss all events.
Together the Executive Board works to
help each committee make their events
better At these meetings the group also
discusses issues involving different
activities and address them together.
This meeting is also w here the group
goes over its financial situation, as they
work within a budget that limits what
they can spend
Once an idea is proposed in SPB.
the group researches the feasibility of
it From that point SPB works to buy

ft would be boring
for everyone if we
just ran the same
events repeatedly,
so we plan things
that we believe
will be different
and people will
enjoy.
Sarah Dallas '10
SPB President

decorations, food and other equipment Furthermore , they take steps to
organize volunteers for the event
Different peop le will w ork different
parts of an event , such as set up and
clean up and of course covering the
event itself For outside performers
SPB must work to fill out the right
forms and sign the right contracts
with different performers
While events are researched by
SPB. the group is often limited by the
funds it has. "We generally plan using
general themes , and order decoration
from places like Oriental Trading
Company. "
Dallas
exp lained.
"Therefore, decorations at an event
are a function of what we can find at a
reasonable price." T-shirts and posters
for events are created from images
found online in Google searches.
Like anyone else, SPB can 't execute perfectly and find sometimes

events are not well attended or
offend people. For events found
offensive. SPB takes certain steps to
respond , starting with anyone who
has concerns to search out a solution
and avoid a similar incident in the
future. Everything is then discussed
by the group. Dallas explained , "One
person never responds without first
discussing the situation with the
group to make sure that the response
represents the whole as a group."
While Dallas holds the position of
president, she does not know every
detail of planning a concert the way
peop le w orking under Concert and
Live Music do and w ould not want to
risk representing them incorrectly.
SPB always works hard to put on
events, so when they arc poorly
attended it can be disappointing.
Dallas explained, "It would be bonng
for everyone if we just ran the same
events repeatedly, so we plan things
that we believe will be different and
that people will enjoy " Sometimes
events do not rum out the way they
had been envisioned , which helps the
group p lan better in the future. The
most successful events are generally
dances, concerts and campus traditions such as Loudness, the Johnson
Pond Regatta and Mr. Colby.
Another tough aspect of SPB is
promoting events, which the Publicity
groups works hard at doing.
Sometimes performers restrict what
the group can use in its advertising,
which is always explicitly stated on
the signed contracts. Generally this
contract will give the group access to
media sites or consent to use online
photos. This year, with the restrictions
on Official Announcements. SPB is
trying to come up with many exciting
ways to advertise. Chair of the
Publicity Committee Caithn Casey
'09 said, "We aim to make posters that
are visually appealing in order to capture the attention of the random Dana
diner " or other people around campus Often SPB finds its posters have
been torn down and used as room
wallpaper before the event happens.
Casey explained that this is the reason there are no Cake posters across
campus—all had been torn down by
students within a day and a half of
going up
While the administration knows
what SPB is planning, the group has
a lot of discretion over its events,
which allows a lot more freedom in
students ' ideas and planning. Over
the year SPB will continue to work to
bring events to campus that all students can enjoy and participate in.

By CHELSEA EAKIN
EDITOR IN CHIEF

You may have seen Maz Jobrani
on CNN, CBS, PBS or NPR. Or
maybe during one of his appearances
on The West Wing, NYPD Blue. ER.
Law and Order or as "the Sikh" in the
hilarious 2004 season finale of Curb
Your Enthusiasm. Well, now you can
see him in Page Commons, on Sept
26 at 9 p.m. In person, for free.
"I've been wanting to get Maz to
campus ever since my wife and I
rented the 'Axis of Evil Comedy
Tour' on DVD," Assistant Professor
of History and George C. Wiswell Jr.
Research Fellow Jason Opal said.
"And I'm thrilled that we can finally
make it happen."
Jobrani is a founding member of
the Axis of Evil Comedy tour ,
which premiered in 2007 and features some of the top MiddleEastern American comics in the
world. He was bom in Thran , Iran
and raised in Tiburon , California.
The comedian is being brought on
behalf of the Iraqi Refugee
Awareness Movement (IRAM), a
campus group started last fall with
the collaboration of Opal, Sophie
Sarkar '11 and Harry Davis '11 ,
among others. Funding for the event
was provided by President William
D. Adams, Assistant Dean of students and Director of Campus I ife
Kell y Wharton and the American
Studies Department. The show will
be free of charge for students, which
Opal said is "pretty impressive, seeing as his shows in New York City
and Bahrain go for $50-100." Opal
has reserved 100 paying seats for
non-students , and they are selling to
peop le from all over the state.
Donation jars will be at the entrance
and exit of the show and all paying
ticket proceeds will go to Refugees
International, a non-profit doing
work in Jordan and Syria, and other
countries, for the disp laced peoples
of the war in Iraq.
"Maz is a comedian , first and foremost, but he also studied Political
Science at UCLA and Berkeley. So
he imbues his act with a social conscience," Opal said. "In particular, he
breaks up stereotypes about Iran,
Muslims, and the Middle East. He
makes fun of the Iranian President as
well as the American President; he
makes light of awkward encounters
at the airport and the idiocy of hawkish foreign policy. He 's not 'in your

face* or angry; he just wants people
to see another side of Islam and the
Middle East."
"This is [IRAM's] big fall event ,
and even though our cause involves
one of the saddest stories of the contemporary world, Sept. 26 will just
be a lot of fun," Opal said.

I want them to
have a human
face to put on a
part of the
world that
is often
demonized or
simply ignored.
Jason Opal

Asst. Professor of History

That sad story involves the internal displacement of 2.8 million Iraq is,
and another 2 million around the
world, mostly in Syria and Jordan.
The show will serve as a big event to
help IRAM publicize its cause and get
their movement off the ground The
club aims to raise consciousness
about Iraqi refugees and to "make

people aware that this is a crisis, and
for people to realize the implications
of U.S. actions abroad," Sarkar said.
"This should be a non-partisan
issue," Davis said, pointing out that
most of the refugees are members of
the middle class, and that anyone
wanting to reconstruct Iraq will
eventually need these people to run
the economy and get the country
back on its feet
Asked what he wanted people to
take away from the show. Opal said,
"First and foremost, I want everyone
to have a great time, and they will.
He 's flat-out hilarious. Second, 1
want them to have a human face to
put on a part of the world that is often
demonized or simply ignored. Maz
was born in Iran but grew up here in
the States, so he has a great perspective to offer on both cultures and
nations Finally, by going, you 'll be
helping with a good cause: giving
assistance to Iraqi refugees."
The afternoon of the show, from
4:30 to 6 p.m., Jobrani will be at
International Coffee Hour in Mary
Low. All are welcome to attend. Iranian
and Iraqi desserts will be served.
IRAM is in the process of organizing a symposium to be held on campus Feb. 7, with keynote speakers
and student leaders from colleges
across the country.

Jobrani s' comedy heightens awareness about a culture oft misunstood.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE ARTS: KRISTEN-MARIE ORTIZ 09
AND STEPHANIE COTHERMAN 09
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Cotherman and Ortiz (front left and front right) lead the team in practice.

Hipnotik captains are
excited for new year

The girlshave
years of dance
experience to off er

other hip-hop classes I have taken at
home," Ortiz said.
This year is particularly exciting
for the team, as many of the girls
have been dancing for a number of
years together, creating uniformity in
the way they dance and move togethBy AMANDA MELLO
er. New members of the team bring
A&E EDITOR
in great talent and so far have
demonstrated
that they can fit in well
Many students on campus have
been able to see Hipnotik over the with the girls who have been dancing
last few years performing at football together since they arrived on
and basketball games, and of course Mayflower Hill.
Hipnotik will be performing at all
in their own shows. Hipnotik is student run and student choreographed, the home football games, and during
consisting of a group of dedicated the winter season they will be perand talented dancers who love to forming at the men 's and women 's
dance most days of the week. basketball games. One of the focusHeading the team this year are es of the team this year is more perseniors Kristen-Marie Ortiz and forming on campus, including some
Stephanie Cotherman. Ortiz and of their own shows, so keep an eye
Cotherman have a combined twenty- out for those. "Performing is by far
one years of dance experience. my most favorite part," Cotherman
Cotherman has been dancing with said. "My friends and I often joke
Hipnotik since her first year at the about how the person that I become
College, and Ortiz joined during her when I dance is often completely the
sophomore year.
opposite of how I am in person."
Ortiz and Cotherman expressed Ortiz in contrast does not enjoy pertheir desire to improve technique on forming as much. "It 's kind of like a
the team and strive for routines to double-edged sword because the
include more of technique. Pushing high that I get from performing is
technique will allow the group to something that I love, but the nerves
perform more challenging routines. I experience can sometimes be so
They are looking forward to their overwhelming that I don 't want to
performance in March in Strider perform," she said. Ortiz instead
Theater since the stage will allow enjoys performing during practice,
them more room to add complexity where she can dance all out but not
to their dancing. The girls ' love of worry about so many eyes watching.
dance is obvious both when they talk
Performing also of course involves
jbout it and when they perform. a decision about costumes. The girls
Dancing allows me to not only stay work hard to make each costume
in shape, but also to show off my cre- match the piece they are performing.
ative side. I absolutely love being For lyrical pieces dresses are often
able to take on a new character or appropriate to match the long, flowexpress an emotion or story through ing sound of the music. For fun and
dance," Cotherman said. Ortiz flirty numbers, a completely different
agreed, finding that dance is her costume is searched for so that it conpreferable form of exercise opposed veys the same message as the dance.
to running. She said it was a great
Not only do Cotherman and Ortiz
stress reliever and an awesome way lead the team in dancing, they also
to let out energy. Ortiz said, 'it also choreograph many of the numbers.
helps me to feel more in touch with Throughout the year other girls on
my body because I am constantly the team will choreograph as well.
having to work with my body to push Both Ortiz and Cotherman have an
it to move the way 1 want and to get inclination in envisioning dance
it to express certain emotions that the moves when it comes to songs they
choreography necessitates."
enjoy. "It's very easy to get wrapped
The girls are great captains togeth- up in trying to include as many
er, both excelling in different areas of tricks and turns as possible,
dance. Ortiz explained that contempo- but...your main goal is to portray
rary is her favorite kind of dance, fol- the emotion and message that the
lowed by hip-hop. "I have taken many song is also trying to show,"
different types of dance throughout Cotherman said. It is a long, slow
the years, including, ballet, jazz, hip- process that can sometimes take
hop, salsa, contemporary, and differ- hours for only a small piece of the
ent types of Pacific island dances song. Ortiz explained that she often
including hula," she said. Cotherman, has an idea of what she wants the
on the other hand prefers lyrical to piece to look like and starts with
most other kinds of dance. "It is so that. "Sometimes the choreography
easy to get caught up in the emotion and song will have a mind of their
of the dance while you are perform- own, and I will end up somewhere
ing," she said. She has also studied completely different than I first
hip-hop, jazz, ballet/pointe, tap and thought ," she said.
modem. Their combined dance
With their dedication to and love
knowledge will undoubtedly lead to for dance and choreography, it 's hard
many exciting pieces performed by to imagine the girls have the time of
Hipnotik this year.
day for anything else. Cotherman is a
Complementing this knowledge is sociology major at the College, with
their experience abroad. Cotherman a minor in art. She hopes to find a job
spent a semester in Florence, Italy later in arts management. Currently
« here she took an underground hip- she is self-employed as a photographhop class at a local studio "It was er, taking headshots and portraits for
'¦cry challenging because not only private clients. She also loves the outwas it taught completely in Italian, doors, Broadway theater and waterbut it was also a style of hip hop that skiing. As far as her other interests,
I had never done before. New expe- Cotherman claimed "I can knit better
riences are always fun and exciting, than your grandma!" Ortiz majors in
and I loved every minute of it," she psychology with a minor in human
said. Ortiz, who spent a semester in development. Later this fall she will
Auckland, New Zealand, also took be going through training to be a
classes abroad. She took a weekly Campus Conversations on Race facilHip-hop class with the dance crew itator in the spring. Ortiz also
nased at the University of Auckland, revealed of herself, "1 fold my dirty
^he also took classes in salsa, ballet laundry and then put it in my hamand hip-hop in downtown Auckland. per." (Yes, she said her dirty laundry.)
Taking a hip-hop class in a different
Together the girls bring passion,
¦-ountry was a unique experience talent and their own unique personalbecause it just had a different flavor ities to the Hipnotik Dance Team.
to it. The music was still American Without a doubt, they will be people
hip-hop, but the dancing and chore- to keep an eye on as their perforography was a little bit softer than mances come up throughout the year.

By Emily Hansen, contributing writer

morals—yes he does have them—and a potential relationship with
Everyone's favorite guilty pleasure is back for its second season. The Vanessa (Jessica Szohr), in order to maintain his family's status and exceswildly popular CW series Gossip Girl, which is based on the series of sively high standard of living. Nate 's storyline, coupled with that of Dan
young adult books by the same name, premiered on Sept. 1. The second and Serena, offers a commentary on the dark side of living the elite life,
season of this melodrama is merely three episodes old (at press time), but proving that this show is more than sex and designer duds.
the Upper East Side already looks different. The scandal, intrigue, partying,
Probably the most marked, and enjoyable, change of this season comes
with Blair (Leighton Meester) and Chuck's (Ed Westwick) plot. Both
and, yes, gossip, are all stilt there, but everything is a little bit twisted.
Chuck, who in his own way is pining
First off, Dan and Serena, played by
over Blair (he physically cannot have
the brooding Penn Badgley and the
sex with anyone else), and Blair, who
adorable Blake Lively, have decided to
seems less uptight this season, are
call it off. Their relationship, which
more likeable characters. But the real
propelled the first season, seems to be
draw comes from watching them fight
over, at least for now. After some
the indisputable passion between
thought , and some serious making-out,
them. And let's hope they continue
the Upper East Sider and Brooklyn hipster have decided that they are from two
sparring for at least a little longer
different worlds and cannot make it
because it is just so entertaining. But
work. It 's a little odd that this is the
ultimately, who wouldn't love to see
these two get together? Blair could
main reason for their break-up since
Dan and Serena seemed to have solved
help Chuck ditch his womanizing
ways, while Chuck would force Blair
this problem early in season one.
to let her hair down a little.
Regardless, their varying economic staJenny (Taylor Momsen) and
tuses tie in nicely with Nate's plot.
Vanessa also seem to be benefiting
At the beginning of this season ,
viewers find Nate (Chase Crawford) in
from season two. Jenny is no longer a
the midst of an afternoon booty-call
catty "Queen-Bee." She is an independent and strong young woman who has
with Catherine (who just happens to be
MSTEMAGAZ1NE COM
regained the trust of her family.
Blair 's boyfriend's mother—but we
Girls
is
back
and
as
scandalous
as
ever.
The
crew
of
Gossip
Vanessa has seen more screen time
won't go into that). What begins as an
affair with an older married woman
already this season than she saw for
most of season one. And something
rums into something else , as Nate
essentially becomes Catherine's gigolo. To help his family, whose bank tells me we have not seen the end of her and Nate's relationship. Despite
account is frozen , Catherine offers Nate money in exchange for his con- the changes, season two still promises to possess Gossip Girl's trademark
tinued, ahem, company. Through this plot, it becomes clear just how much flare. You get romance, scandal, drugs, and your favorite blogger all in one
this society revolves around money. Nate is willing to compromise his highly entertaining package.

CAROLINE DICKSON,' I HE COLBY ECHO
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Much lovedscandal and gossip remainsin second season

Ability of man to face challenges brought to new levels
1
B
By Ben Cunkelman, contributing writer

Manhattan. The feat took six and a half years to plan. Petit is energetiDisclaimer: Five minutes into seeing Man On Wire, director James cally candid when recounting those six years. He impresses upon the
Marsh's documentary about Frenchman Philippe Petit's balancing act on viewer that this was much more than a hobby he took up mid-life. He
a wire rigged between the World Trade Center towers in 1974, you will had been wire walking since he was a kid, even before the Twin Towers
have clammy hands. Although the film begins with Petit 's smaller but existed. Thus, when he heard that two identical and adjacent skyscrapers
were going to be built in Manhattan , he became
equally dangerous wire-escapades, it is enough to
make even those with ice water in their veins
obsessed with them. He felt "like those buildings were built for me" and they "were my monshift in their seats and bite their nails. Walking a
wire between the 226-foot towers at Notre
ument," a tangible and physical life-long goal.
Dame? God help you. How about one strung to
On the morning of August 7th , 1974, Petit comfortably walked, kneeled, and lay down on the
the Sydney Harbour Bridge? Sure mate; throw
wire for about an hour before NYPD officers
another shrimp on the barbie while you're at it.
arrested him. There is no mention in the film of
Petit 's other "shrimp" was certainly no minor
the events that occurred on a sunny and calm
task. The rest of the film gives a detailed
morning four days, one month, and twentyaccount , through interviews of accomplices and
seven years later, and that is for the best. As
Petit himself, of how the Frenchman pulled off
Marsh explains, "everyone knows what hap"the artistic crime of the century." After all,
pened to those buildings. It would be unfair and
Petit really was an artist. His walks were so public in nature that they drew more reactions from
wrong to infect his story with any mention, discussion or imagery of the Towers being
crowds than a piece at the Louvre. And the message of the film lies in this inherent publicity:
destroyed."
The film gets its power from these final
through challenging himself to dance on the
images of Petit on the wire. It is truly unbelievedge of life and death , Petit challenged people
able; the kind of feat that should only occur at
to have no fear of failure and to believe in the
USTCO.IA
impossible. He literally "walked the high wire." Petit walks boldly aboveabyss between towers. the end of a James Bond movie complete with
special effects and a crescendo in the musical
Petit lived the metaphor that previously existed
score. But Marsh skillfully presents these last
only in our vernacular.
What Petit did certainly seemed logisttcaiiy, let alone physically or moments as two turn elements: a man on wire, mere is very little
psychologically, improbable. Planning the stunt was not unlike the per- music and dialogue. Nothing more needs to be said. Petit has a beautifulfect heist. He somehow had to bypass the WTC security, get hundreds of ly simple explanation to explain why he did the stunt: "When I see three
feet of heavy steel cable and rigging equipment up to the observation oranges, I juggle; when I see two towers, I walk." Indeed he does, and we
decks of the towers, and find a way to pass and tense the wire between all gaze upward in awe and leave the theater empowered by such a
the rooftops , 140 feet apart and 1,350 feet above the streets of remarkable display of focus and determination.
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Bell carries his simple act on tour in a unique form

By Jack Lewis, contributing writer

This summer, Christopher Bell went on tour across New York State; of the finer details in his songs certainly requires closer listening, the
however, unlike many touring artists, Bell didn't tour with a plane, or a album flows very well together, keeping a warm tone and a sense of closebus, or a van. He used a canoe. Mr. Bell, by way of the Erie Canal, canoed ness to the artist from first track to last.
The album is definitely worth a listen through, but there are some
from Buffalo to New York City playing gigs to promote his album, / '11 Be
Home. Although he wasn't able to have a full band, or even a full sized tracks that do stand out from the rest The second track of the album,
guitar with him (he used a baritone ukulele), Bell made a statement on his "Colleen" is exceptionally fun. Beginning with a lightly picked banjo and
tour, and it wasn 't just that he 's good at canoeing.
guitar part, the strings are soon joined by a light snare and Bell's earthly
vocals (accompanied oy fcmiiy Kose). Alter a son
bell s act is simple—he has a mellow voice,
strums a guitar (or a banjo) and occasionally takes
and well thought out first verse, the chorus is introa break to play his harmonica. Yet hidden in this
duced with flair. The snare rolls, Bell cries out and a
chord is strummed slowly, defining each note on the
unassuming artist is a very talented individual who
has experience playing a variety of instruments
undistorted electric guitar, setting a tone for Belt to
including cello , viola and drums. He was able to
plead with both the "Colleen" of the track as well as
with the listener. This song, which has some of the
piece together his strengths onto a very well
thought out album that was released last year on the
best lyrics on the album, concludes with Bell singing
Silent Home label.
softly, "If you want me to/I'll come to your room and
/ '11 Be Home skirts the line between folk and altersing; If it were for you I wouldn 't mind anything."
Overall, Bell has put together a very solid first
native, but listeners of both genres would most likely find the album enjoyable. For example, the use of
CD. Each track may not be a hit single that you'll
a slide guitar in many of his tracks does give the
find playing on your car radio , but he has crafted a
album a "folkier" feel, but certain tracks are more
very honest album that sets an especially good
upbeat and more along the lines of what would be
foundation for an upcoming artist . I encourage
considered "alternative."
you to check Bell out on Myspace
Regardless of what class the album may fall into,
(myspace.com/thechrisbell), or to visit his label's
each track has its own personality. For example,
web site (silenthomerecords.com) to pick up his
"Song 11" (which is actually track four) finds a disCD. Bell will also be traveling up to Lewiston on
CDBMVCOM
traught Bell practically weeping lines like "cheat on Bell s album shows his simple style.
October 4 to play at Guthrie's with guest Emily
each other, don 't even bother, just lie to yourselves."
Rose. At the moment, he may just be a small act
Conversely, on the upbeat title track, Bell, with merout of Jamestown, NY but I would not be at all surnment exclaims that 111 come, now I 11 come home. A first time listen- prised to find Christopher Bell s music on the shelves of Bull Moose m
er may find some tracks to be quite similar, and while appreciating some the very near future.
I

Tennis has mixed results Amheretstifles Mules9 efforts
VOLLEYBALL

Women lose to
Wheaton; men
excel at invite

By SARAH KIRKER
STAFF WRITER

By PETER KILKELLY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Colb y men 's tennis team
built on its positive opening weekend with an impressive outing from
the doubles team of Bryan Brown
•09 and Alex Chin '09 this past
weekend. Sept 20-21 . at the Middlebury Invitational The> defeated
opponents from Skidmore College.
Bowdoin College and two teams
from Williams College al the tournament held at Middlebury College After such a disp lay. Head
Coach Doanh Wang was very
p leased with Brown and Chin "1
am very proud of Bryan and Alex,"
Wang said. "They are such good
teammates and leaders "
On the other half of the Mules
squad, the Colby women 's team faced
a stiff opening test against a strong
Wheaton College team this past
weekend in Norton. Mass. The

If we take care
of business;
that is , keeping
up with our
work ethic...
and continue to
improve on the
little things ,
then , the results
will come.
Doanh Wang

Head Coach

Wheaton team was 6-0 entering the
match and had onl y dropped one individual set on the year They handled

COUBrtSY OF BTTAN BROWN

Br\ an Brown '09 (left) and Alex Chin 09 won men s doubles at Midd.
Colby soundly, winning the match 90 to move to 7-0 on the season.
Even so. the Colby women came
out strong and played hard in all of
their matches. As captain Nicole
Veilleux '09 said. "We came out confident and strong especiall y in singles
and had reall y great energy. Every
one of our players was able to stick
with her opponent. "
Althoug h losing 9-0 could be disheartening, the learn will w ork hard to
improve for the rest of the season.
This should prove to be an important
focal point this year as the team looks
to build on its performance as the season goes along.
Considering three of the matches
were close enough to have gone either way. the team can work to improve its results.
The experience the newer players gained from the Wheaton
match will carry over for the rest
of the year. "The team knows what
we have to work on but it was a
good p lace to move from ," Veil-

luex said
The rest of the men 's team continued to show the progress and commitment that Coach Wang has been
preaching. "If we take care of business; that is. keeping up with our
work ethic , keeping our faith in our
abilities, and continue to improve on
the little things, then , the results will
come ." Wang said
Robbie Yee '12 and Phillip Zunshine '12 continued their promising
start to their Colby tennis careers by
making it to the consolation finals in
their respective brackets. These wins
will add to their confidence and point
towards future success.
This upcoming weekend , both
teams are heading to the Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA)
tournament at Williams College in
Williamstown , MA. The women 's
team will look for better results in
close matches , while the men 's
team hopes to continue and improve on its success at the Middlebury tournament.

The Colby volleyball team traveled to Lewiston on Sept. 19 to partake in a New England Small College
Athletic Conference competition
against Amherst College. Unfortunatel y for the Mules , they were
beaten by the eventual tournamentchampion Lord Jeffs, falling 3-0
without taking a single set.
Amherst handed out similar treatment lo fellow N ESCAC rivals Bates
College and Bowdoin College, beating
each 3-0, and thus ending the weekend
with a clean sweep. The strength of the
Amherst team came from its quick offense, excellent passing and size advantage. Although it of course smarts
to lose a NESCAC game, the Mules remain positive about their season after
losing to such a tough opponent. Captain Carlie Minichtno '09 said,
"Amherst won New Englands last year
and has brought back a very talented
team. We learned a lot about ourselves
and what we need to change and improve in order to seriously compete
this season."
Head Coach Candice Parent can
take hope in the outstanding performances of several of her players. Andrea Rosengarten ' 12 contributed no
fewer than seven kills and 11 digs for
the team , representing her class well

as one of three first-years on the team.
"One high point of the game was
Andy 's play, she did very well on offense, I was very impressed by her intensity and passing," Parent said.
Along with Rosengarten, Megan Conroy ' 10 turned in six kills and 11 digs,
helping to keep the Amherst team on

We had some
flashes of
brilliance in our
match where
even a team as
talented as
Amherst didn 't
have an answer.
Carlie Minichino '09

Captain

their toes. Meredith Lawlcr '09 and
Jenny Lawrence '09 represented the
senior class, with Lawlcr racking up
six kills of her own and Lawrence
ending the match with 17 assists from
her position as setter along with 11
digs. These performances help to take

away the sting of the loss, which
drops the Mules * record to 4-3.
Overall the team looks at this game
as a fairly positive competition, considering the strength of their opponent
"We had some flashes of brilliance in
our match where even a team as talented as Amherst didn 't have an answer. Wejust need to work on changing
those flashes into a more consistent occurrence," Minichino said
Parent cited a slow start as one of
the problems the Mules had to deal
with. "We played right with them at
the end , but by then we had alread>
spotted them 10 points," she said of
the third and final set.
For this weekend's competition
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Invitational on Sept
26-27, Colby will look to improve
in several key areas, especiall >
passing and serving. "We reall >
need to work on our passing and
ball control , and we need to improve on our blocking at the nci
when we play better teams ," Parent
said. Serving was also a problem
against Amherst as the team 's usual
average of three to four aces per set
was reduced to zero aces in the entire match against the Lord Jeffs
With improvements in these areas.
Colby hopes to come back next
week ready to compete against anv
team they face.

FIELD HOCKEY

Rival Bantams edge Mules

Trinity claws
back on home
turf f or victory

By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
SPORTS EDITOR

The field hockey team suffered
another devastating one-point loss
on Saturday Sept 20 when it fell to
the Trinity College Bantams 3-2
away in Hartford. Conn The Mules
lead the game twice during the
match, but ultimatelv the Bantams
managed to recover from the deficit
to clinch the victory
The Mules kicked off the first half
of the game in a triumphant fashion
Sophomore Heather Quadir slammed
in the first goal off of an assist by
Jevan Jammal ' 10 about three minutes into the game to set the Mules up

Amy Campbell '10 handles the ball

1 -0 This goal marked Quadir 's
fourth goal in the past two games.
Only a few minutes
later the Bantams
responded
when
K.irh Del Rossi
slipped one past
Mule goalkeeper
Liz Fontaine '11 to
tie up the score.
The Mules, who
were determined to
keep an edge on
their
opponents ,
battled back to
notch another goal
for their team. This
time .
forward
Mollie
Meryl Poulin "11
scored unassisted
to put her team
ahead 2-1 going
into half time.
The second half was unfortunately
less promising for the Mules—they

could not generate the same intensity
as demonstrated in the first ten minutes of match play.
"Trinity came out
a lot stronger than
us in the second
half ," senior Captain Mollie Kimmel said after the
game. Colb y did
not score again in
the match , but
Bantam Del Rossi
refused to quit,
and added a second goal to the
scoreboard for her
squad to tic up the
Kimmel '09 game. Despite the
Captain
Mules ' best efforts
to hold off their
competition .
Christy Bradley of Trinity clinched
the game-winning goal with onl y
3:03 left on the clock , thus stifling
Colby 's hopes of capturing its
first New England Small College
Athletic Conference win.
Kimmel summed up her team 's
reaction to the outcome when she
commented . "It was a devastating
loss because we worked so hard
and were ahead at halftimc.I
think that we were al! a little disappointed because we knew that
we could have and should have
won that game "
With the loss in Hartford ,
Colby falls to 1-3 on the season
and 0-2 in the NESCAC. Trinity
remains undefeated in the league
with a 5-0 overall record and a 20 league record The Mules will
host their first NESCAC game
this weekend on Saturday against
Middlebury College. The Panthers (5-0) have not lost a game
yet this season and arc currently
ranked fifth in the latest national
poll. They proved themselves a
force to be reckoned with when
they dominated play against Wesleyan University to capture a 6-2
victory of the Cardinals last
weekend. Colby will enter this
weekend' s contest as the underdog, but with the work ethic and
heart demonstrated in the Trinity
ROB KJEVTT/1M£ COLB' ECHO
match, are sure to put up a fight
in Mondays 6-1 win over Husson
against the Panthers

I think that we
were all a little
disappointed
because we
knew that we
could have and
should have
won that game.

Despite serving up their best efforts against Amherst, the members of Colby volleyball fell short, 3-0, in Friday s' match against the eventual tournament champs. The Mules travel to MIT this weekend. Sept. 26-27.

SIBORIGINALS

Thoughtsfrom Siborspace

Random ref lections
about this week 's
athletic action
I never trul y realized how difficult it is to come up with a coherent ,
500+ word opinion on something
sports-related until I sat down to
write today. In the past week we've
seen the historic rise of the Tampa
Bay "don 't call us Devil" Rays ,
week three of the NFL , and George
Michael being arrested for being a
"suspicious toilet attendant. " Despite all of this ammunition , any
substantial words on these and other
topics are failing me. Thus, in lieu
of some sort of contrived argument ,
I present my abbreviated thoughts
on whatever topics come to my
mind in the next 500 words. Drumroll , p lease;
* After watching the Patriots lose
to the gimmicky, college-like offense
of the Dolphins today, I' m having a
hard time getting comfortable with
the Matt Cassel Era. He sort of reminds me of Steve Carell in The 40
Year Old Virgin during the poker
scene at the beginning of the movie.
Can 't you just picture Cassel at the offensive unit 's team meeting saying,
"You know how when you grab a
football it feels like a bag of sand... "
* One more thoug ht on the Patriots—is it me , or does Bill Belichick's,
urn . chest area look a little bigger in
HD?
* The Yankees completel y imploding has been the most hilarious subplot since the "Newman tries to cat
Kramer" Seinfeldepisode. The only
thing missing is Hank Stcinbrenner
throwing orcgano on Derek Jeter and
chasing him around Yankee stadium

during the 7th inning stretch.
* Can someone please get Michael
Strahan the number of a good orthodontist? Dr. Perlmutter did wonders
for me. 1 seriously can 't concentrate
on what he 's saying when all I can

When your best
player changes
his last name to
"eight-five" in
Spanish, maybe
it's time to
rethink your
life.
think about is if he could feed himself
through that gap without even opening his mouth.
* The men 's soccer team had the
distinct pleasure of watching Space
Jam on the way back from our game
this weekend. All 1 can say is, what a
treat! Rare is the time that you get so
many tour de force acting performances in one movie—from Shawn
Bradley to Mugsey Bogucs, this film
and its virtuoso performances are
truly a treasure of American cinematic
history.
* I feel truly terrible for NFL ref-

eree Ed Hochuli, who spent all week
apologizing for making a bad call that
altered the outcome of a game, only
to have the NFL reprimand him for
apologizing. Hochuli is also known as
the ref who could kick the ass of 50
percent of NFL players. This guy does
a bench press workout most players
couldn 't handle for fun, so maybe
they should just respect the man
whom Donovan McNabb once said
"needs to be on our side of the ball "
* Some praise and criticism for
CBS lead announcer Jim Nance: First.
1 like that you like me. The first thing
he says before every game is "Hello,
friends!" It makes me feel loved, and
who doesn 't like being loved? However, I have another rhetorical question. How is it possible for someone
to be "out with a knee" for a football
game? Obviously, we all have knees
Please tell me what is injured about it
Thank you.
* When your best player changes
his last name to "eight-five" in
Spanish, maybe it 's time to rethin k
your life.
* Please go to YouTube immediately after reading this and search
"Frank Caliendo Jim Rome." If you
do not enjoy it , then you are n-dic-u
lous.
* Watch Friday Night Lig hts when
it starts in October. The show is unreal. Plus it has the intriguing
dilemma of how best to bring up to
your friends that the 16-year-old girls
are hot. Don 't worry guys—the actors
are all 18+ .
* A final thought—any time a
local team is taking on the defending
national champions and current *"
team in the country, there is no reason
not to go to the game, regardless of
what sport it is. Just keep that in mind
this weekend.

Men's soccer faces a pair of setbacks
Milaschewski said. However, this is adding another goal late to win 2-0.
still a good position considering that Bantam goalie Zac Trudeau '09
Colby has seven of their next nine notched his third shutout of the seagames at home, where the Mules are son by stopp ing all three Colby shots
undefeated this season.
on net. Nate Seiberling ' 11 had two
The midweek match last Tuesday shots and Andrew Cheit '09, Todd
Sept. 16 was against the Husson Ea- Boertzal '09, Lyvers, and Ben
gles (2-4) of Bangor. The high flying Desmond ' 11 each had one shot and
neighbors from the north took an early Colby had four comer kicks. Colby
lead in the 14th minute offaheader by goalie Doug Sibor ' 10 recorded eight
Eagle Jeff Truchon. For Colby, Dan saves in the loss. Colby failed to conMarden ' 10 played the whole 90 min- nect many consecutive passes and
utes, let in the one
tried to force things
shot, but made five
after letting in the
saves in net. On the
early goal.
opposite side of the
Despite the two
Husson 's
field ,
losses Colby socfirst-year
goalie
cer has reason to
Mi guel Dominguez
stay positive. "Alearned the shutout
though we have
with seven saves.
some tough oppoFirst-year
Josh
nents coming up on
"The
Junkyard
the schedule, we
Dog" Lyvers, could
look forward to a
not suppl y the
stretch of home
magic again for the
Migames,"
Mules.
Lyvers,
laschewski said, incoming
off
a
this
Tom Milaschewski '09 cluding
tremendous
first
Saturday 's home
Captain
week, being named
matchup against
not only NESCAC
Middlebury, the
Player of the Week tor his overtime defending Division III national
goal with four seconds left against champs. Milaschewski thinks that
Tufts, but also Eastern College Ath- this game provides "a great opportuletic Conference (ECAC) Division III nity to get a huge win on our home
Co-New England Player of the Week, field." In addition , the Panthers may
has cooled off as of late, but looks to be in a vulnerable position as they
bring new energy to his game. He settled for a tie against Wesleyan Unishared the ECAC honors with another versity last weekend. This Saturday's
Harvard, Mass. native from Keene game against Middlebury College
State College.
will take place at 1:30 p.m. and the
The Trinity game had a similar ring Mules fully expect the fans to give
to it. The Bantams, like the Eagles, them a huge home field advantage.
scored early in the fifth minute to take
Despite a short hangover after an
a I -0 lead. Again, the Mules could not intoxicating first week of victories,
convert on their scoring opportunities, Milaschewski is "confident that we
and Trinity improved to 4-1 after are going to have a great year."

Although we
have some
tough opponents coming up
on the schedule,
we look forward
to a stretch of
home games.

FILE PHOTO

Following a disappointing stretch. Colby looks ahead to Middlebury on Sat.

The Mules drop matches to Husson
and Trinity af ter big win over Tuf ts
By DAVID LOWE
STAFF WRITER

It was a tough week for the Colby
men 's soccer team. After coming off a
great start with wins against Maine
Maritime Academy and a double overtime thriller against a tough Tufts University team on the road, the Mules
suffered losses by nonleaguc Husson
College and New England Small Col-

lege Athletic Conference rival Trinity
College. The team felt that they struggled to create scoring opportunities,
and even when they did produce a
good scoring chance, in the words of
co-captain Tom Milaschewski '09,
"we just weren't able to put the ball in
the net like wc needed to."
After these two losses, Colby "sits
at 1-1 [in the NESCAC], which puts
us right in the middle of the pack ,"

GOLF

Colby finding the right strokes
Playerslook ahead
to NESCACsaf ter
Classic and States

ception in 1965. The course 's 36
regulation holes are the most for any
links in the state , and its signature
nine , "Indian Territory," earned a
five-star rating from Golf Di gest.
Yet all accolades aside, for the
Colby golf team last weekend's
Maine State Tournament held at
Natanis simply represented a chance
to rebound from Sept. I4' s Bowdoin
Invitational , in which the team
p laced seventh out of 11 squads,
The final results at Bowdoin were a
lot closer in reality, as the Mules
were only five strokes off from

moving up five spots in the standings. Said captain John Wagner '09,
"ThaTTeinforcerJ;how much every
single swing counts."
Thus, the Mules took to practice
this week intent on improving the
little things , and "we've made some
major improvements," Wagner said.
"The team has been putting in its
By NICK CUNKELMAN
SPORTS EDITOR
time at practice and
we're doing a better
Cut out of the rugged Maint
job of not throwing
wilderness, Natanis Golf Course ir i
strokes away." The
Vassalboro has been beguiling anc I
Mules competed at
befuddling golfers alike since its in'
Natanis on Friday
and
Saturday,
Sept. 19-20 and
at the Colby
Classic in Waterville on Sunday
Sept. 21. They
finished in the
"middle of the
John
pack" at the
Maine
State
Tournament, according to Wag^
ner, and fourth
I . ^I
B^A*
^^
^
^^
\^afl
rj l ^ ^ ^
^^r
^^m
r
^ ^ ^r
^
^
^
^
out of six teams
at the Colby Classic.
In the Classic, which was won
by Husson College with a 217
score, the Mules shot a total 242
with two pairs of players shooting
79s. Hans Noering *10 and Jess
Vogel *09 teamed up on the links,
while Wagner and Charlie Diamond '12 made up Colby 's other
pairing. Scoring was best ball for
the first six holes, scramble for
holes seven to 12, and alternate
shot for 13 to 18. The Classic has
its own unique format and is the
only tournament hosted by Colby
all year.
In other tournaments, one could
argue that the format of these competitions has itself been of detrihhn Wagner '09 and bus partner Charlie Diamond '12 shot a 79 at the Classic. ment to Colby. In collegiate golf,

Coach's words
of wisdom and
practice rounds
with President
Adams have
gotten us really
fired up.

Mainely Brews ^^
Restau rant & Bre whouse
Pub style seating,eclecticentrees WSSS
ana a laid back atmosphere
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*
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five competitors play from each
team , with the sum of the best four
scores counting toward the team 's
total. At the moment, the Mules are
struggling to find a consistent number five player. This puts a lot of pressure on the top four golfers on the
squad, who can't afford to have an off
day. Yet in Sunday Sept. 21's Colby
Classic, held at Waterville
Country
Club,
Vogel
"stepped up and
played some very
good golf, which is
promising as our
search for number
five continues leading
up
to
NESCACs," Wagner said.
Overall , despite
the need to be more
Wagner '09 consistent overall,
Captain
"the team is the
most focused and
enthusiastic it has
been in the last several years; we have
great chemistry and love being out
on the course," Wagner said. "Coach
[Jim Tortorella 's] words of wisdom
and practice rounds with President
Adams have gotten us really fired
up." Wagner added , "we 've also
been dressing very sharply, because
coach always reminds us that if you
look good, you play good."
Colby finished in the middle of the
pack on all three days, but has the entire upcoming week to prepare for the
New England Small College Athletic
Conference tournament in Middlebury, VT this coming weekend. "It 's
the toughest competition we face all
year, so we have a good bit of ground
to cover in the next few days," Wagner said.
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I DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Emma Linhard '11
SPORT:
Women's cross country

HOMETOWN:

^%
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"
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Brunswick, ME
._
Minute-per-mlle pace
KEY STATS: Finished
fifth overall at the
UMass-Dartmouth Invitational on Saturday.
WHY: Sophomore Linhard led the Mules to a
fourth-place finish out of 41teams with the first
large-meet top five finish of her college career. She
covered the 2.84-mile course in 18:31,just one
second behind fourth-place finisher Jacqui Wentz of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
NESCAC ROUND-UP
The 2009 NESCAC Golf Championship qualifier, hosted by Middlebury,begins
this Saturday, September 27 at the Panthers' own Ralph Myhre Golf Course. The
first group of the two-day 36-hole qualifying event tees off at 11:00 a.m. on Saturday and the qualifierconcludes on Sunday beginning at 10:00 a.m. The top four finishing teams will advance to the championship round in the spring, to be held at the
top finisher's home course. If last year was any indication, all of the top four will
have an equal shot at the title, as the defending conference champs Williams Ephs
qualified third in 2007.. .In men's cross country, Amherstjunior Peter Kosgei finished first at the Oneonta St Airfield Invitational last Friday, Sept. 19. Kosgei covered the 6-kilometer course in 18:26, good for a course and meet record..,A*sTbr
records, on Wednesday,Sept. 17, Wesleyan forward Keisuke Yamashitaposted the
fourth-fastesthat trick in NCAA Division III men's soccer history by netting three
straight goals in a span of 3:30. The fastest hat trick in NCAA Division III history
was completed by Mike Pepe of Ohio Wesleyan(no joke) University in 1992 when
he scored thrice in just 1:09. The Cardinals then went to Middlebury on Saturday
and posted a very respectable 1-1 tie against the Panthers, dropping the defending
national champs from the top of the conference standings, which is now occupied
by Williams.. .In field hockey, the defending national champion and top-ranked
Bowdoin Polar Bears won their 26th consecutive game last Sat., Sept. 20 with a 30 victory at Williams. Bowdoin (6-0) has outscored its opponents 25-0 this season. . .This weekend's big football matchup will take place in Williamstown, MA ,
as the Trinity Bantams take on the Williams Ephs. Both squads finished tied for second in the conference last year at 6-2 and are 1 -0 to start the 2008 campaign.
—Nick Cunkelman, Sports Editor

Soccer upset by
Husson, ousted by
Trinityin Hartford

Men's tennis
makes a racket
at Middlebury
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Women's soccer defeats Trinity 1-0
By MOLLY BIDDISCOMBE
and NICK CUtVKELMAN
SPORTS EDITORS

Coming off their last New England
Small College Athletic Conference
match, a 1-0 loss at Tufts University
on Sept. 13, the Colby women 's soccer team traveled to Hartford, Conn,
on Saturday, Sept. 20 to face Trinity
College with redemption on its minds.
Last season, the Mules and Bantams

p layed to a 0-0 tie in Waterville after
two tight overtime periods. On Saturday, the script was familiar with the
game going into overtime knotted in a
scoreless stalemate. However, Colby
broke through in the first overtime period for a crucial 1-0 win.
The game-winning goal was
scored by first-year Julie Denison, a
mid-fielder from Northbrook, III. It
was the first collegiate goal for Denison, coming at 4:30 into the first over-

time period.
"The goal was off a turnover by
their defense," said Colby Head Coach
Jen Holsten to Sports Information Director William Sodoma. "Julie was inside the 18-yard line on the left side
and shot it inside the near post. She
buried it and we charged the field. "
Although Trinity dominated ball
possession in the first half with nine
shots on net, Colby goalkeeper Loni
Pisani * 11 saved every one. In the sec-

RU PHOTO

With the overtime victory over Trinity. Colby has already posted a better conference record than last season s.
Tf ie Mules are set to face (in order) Middlebury, Williams and Wesleyan at home in the next three games.

ond half . Trinity even had a chance to
put the game away with a penalty kick
with nine seconds left. However, Bantam sophomore Caroline Washburne
shot the ball over the crossbar, which
forced the game into overtime, and
subsequently Denison 's winner found
pay dirt for the Mules.
For her efforts against Trinity and
earlier in the week in Colby 's 1-0 OT
victory over the University of New
was named
England , Pisani
NESCAC Co-Player of the Week.
Against UNE , she stopped seven
shots in the shutout and then in Hartford posted 10 saves despite taking
on 21 shots from the Bantams. Pisani
has not allowed a goal in 231 minutes
of play so far this season.
The win against Trinity moved the
Mules to 4-1 overall on the season
and 1-1 in the NESCAC, tying them
for second in the conference standings
with Middlebury College (2-3-2 overall , 1-1-0 NESCAC). Colby hosts the
Panthers this weekend on Saturday,
Sept. 27 in its first home conference
game of the season , which begins a
streak of three straight home conference games (with Williams College
and Wesleyan University up next).
The Mules' victory over the Bantams
already surpasses last season's conference win total. Last year, the team tied
two NESCAC opponents, Connecticut
College and Trinity (as mentioned before), yet were not able to clinch a playoff berth. Saturday's win is promising
for the squad because it comes so early
in the season with a bevy of conference
games left on the schedule.

Football falls in season opener
Williams shuts
out Mules 28-0 at
away contest
By CHRIS GORUD
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday, Sept. 20, the Colby
football
team
travelled
to
Williamstown, Mass. to face the
Williams College Ephs. The Mules
had a stem test at hand as Williams
came off of a strong 6-2 season last
year and are a perennial contender for
the New England Small College Athletic Conference title. After a valiant
effort for much of the way, the Ephs
were finally able to break the game
open in the fourth quarter and grab a
season-opening victory 28-0. Still , the
Colby defense, led by captains Tom
Daley '09 and Mark Ozarowski "09
held Williams scoreless in the first half.
Defensive back Chris Copeland
'09 came up with big plays throughout the game including a key stop
early in the first quarter. While driving into Colby territory, the Ephs
elected to go for a fourth down con-

version at the 26 yard line when Burns ' 11 to guide an offense which
Copeland made a critical tackle to struggledto score on the road last seaforce the turnover on downs. Later in son. While the defensive corps is experienced
with
the half, with the
many returning senEphs again knocking at the door,
iors, the offense lost
Copeland came up
many key players to
with an intercepgraduation
and
showed some growtion at the Colby
12 yardlineto stop
ing pains.
the threat.
The
Mules
Head Coach Ed
gained only 133
Mestieri
was
yards in the game
pleased with the
and had just one
effort of his dedrive into Williams
fense and .noted
territory. On that octhat "the from four
casion ,
Shayne
played extremely
Begin '12 recovered
well, especiall y
a fumbled punt at
Ed Mestieri the 27 yard line, but
against
the
Head Coach
vaunted cunning
the offense was ungame
i of
able to make a first
"
W i 1 1 i a nvs , "
down. Kicker Victor
Mestieri and the
Gagne '09 missed a
other coacheshope for a similar effort 31-yard field goal attempt in what
as the NESCAC campaign continues, amounted to the only serious scoring
and look for a consistently strong de- threat of the afternoon. A quick Ephs
fense to keep opponents within reach defense forced eight Colby punts and
of the slow-starting offense.
the defense was aided greatly by
Speaking of the offense, the team Gagne's kicking prowess as he averput its faith in quarterback Patrick aged 42.6 yards and grabbed

We went toe to
toe with them up
front on both
sides of the ball
but our defense
just got worn
down by having
to play too much.

Quarterback Patrick Burns '11 and the Mules offense had a tough time finding the endzone against the Ephs.

NESCAC Special Teams Player of
the Week honors.
Dan Prunier '10 led the Mules offense with a solid rushing game and
looks to tandem nicely with Mike
Cuqua '12 in future games. Inefficiency in the passing game was the
thorn in the Mules ' side, however, as
the team only gained 26 yards
through the air and could not come up
with key third down conversions to
sustain any lengthy drives. Bums saw
some action last season and continues
to show promise behind center but
will have to work with a receiving
unit that was hit hard by graduation in
the offseason. Connor Walsh ' 12 has
emerged as Bums * favored target with
four catches for 23 yards.
Williams first got on the board with
4:30 remaining in the third quarter
with a five-yard touchdown pass.
They scored again as the quarter came
to a close on a 54-yard pass after a
Gagne punt had pinned the Ephs on
their own one yard line. That drive
frustrated a defensive unit that had
fought so hard to keep the Mules in
the game only to see little production
out of the offense. The 14-0 deficit
forced Colby 's hand in the fourth
quarter as they turned to an ineffective passing game and were denied by
the stout Williams defense.
The Mules ' inability to make any
sustained drives kept the defense on
the field and one has to expect a team
of Williams ' caliber to break through
eventually. Mestieri commented, "We
went toe to toe with them up front on
both sides of the ball but our defense
just got worn down by having to play
so much." Interceptions in the fourth
quarter thrown by Bums and Nick
Kmctz ' 12 opened the door for more
Ephs scoring and what had been a
close game for much of the way did
not look so in the end.
The road does not get much easier
for Colby from here. Next week the
Mules will open up the newly renovated Harold Alfond Stadium as hosts
to defending NESCAC champion
Middlebury College, a team that came
from behind to defeat Bowdoin College in its season opener. Colby will
look to continue the defensive success
it saw for most of the game against
Williams and hopes to improve its
passing attack as it moves onto the
quick new artificial surface.

CROSS COUNTRY

Devan FitzPatrick '09 runs away from the pack during an invitational.

Invitational a success
for cross country
Women 's varsity
team earned 4th
out of 18 squads

UMass-Darthmoufh Invitational
the Mules did best the University o
Southern Maine , who settled foi
15th place with a score of 42£
points.
The women 's second string
faced stiffer NESCAC competition
En route to a sixth place finish
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER
they finished behind Amherst (2nc
Last weekend the Colby men 's place, 50 points). Tufts Universit)
and women 's cross country teams (3rd place , 80 points) and Concompeted at the UMass-Dartmouth necticut College (4th place , 97
Invitational. The women 's varsity points). Tufts did not field ;
team captured fourth place out of women 's first-string varsity team.
41 teams while their sub-varsity
The Colby men, who also did no
squad placed sixth out of 18 teams. field a first-string team , wen
The men 's team only fielded a sub- beaten by Amherst (6th place) anc
varsity team , which took ninth out Tufts (7th place), but it was nt
blow-out.
Tht
of 20 teams.
"We did well ,"
Mules placed 9th
Katrina Gravel '10
garnering
23^
points. The Lort
said , "and we are
anticipating even
Jeffs amassed 19better races in the
points and tht
Jumbos collectet
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course in 27 min
second. Jen MacDowell '09 took utes and 13 seconds—averaging
41st place with a time of 19 min- each mile in five minutes and 21
utes and 27 seconds , and Hanna seconds. Mike Bienkowski ' l(
Taska '09 rounded out the women 's Finished in 37th and crossed tht
varsity score. In a sprint finish , she finish line with aiime of 27 min
barely edged out two surging com- utes and 21 seconds. Sop homon
petitors for 55th place. Nora Mc- Andy Maguire churned an imprcs
Call ' 12 finished in 19 minutes and sive performance , clocking a
39 seconds , one second behind 27:47 while snagging 46th place
Taska. Cassie Knight '11 , a front Classmate John DeAscentis wa:
runner for the Mules , did not race . the next Mule to finish; he tool
Altogether the women 's team 74th place with a time of 28:19
scored 132 points. While they were Matthieu Nadeau ' 12 rounded ou
beaten by the Massachusetts Insti- the men 's score with a 103rc
tute of Technology (1st place , 67 place finish. John Hall '09 , who ii
points) and Amherst College (2nd usually one of Colby 's top per
place , 88 points), the Mules easily formers , did not race.
topped New England Small College
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Connecticut College (7th place, 224 the Williams Invitational ii
points) and Trinity College (10th
Williamston , Mass. Expect heatei
place, 328 points). While in-state ri- NESCAC battles and more solii
vals Bates College and Bowdoin Colby performances.
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